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§LE 
Promoting the art, skill and teaching of faceting. 

Expanding the knowledge of natural and man-made crystals. 
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PANEL OF EXAMINERS 
For 

PRIVATE STONE ASSESSMENT 

The USFG BOARD OF DIRECTORS takes great 
pleasure in announcing the creation of a PANEL 
OF EXAMINERS (POE)and the appointment of a 
blue-ribbon group of the Guild's members to that 
panel. The PANEL OF EXAMINERS establishes 
the cornerstone of the Guild's new program to 
increase the faceting skills of its members by pro
viding a forum for the PRIVATE STONE AS
SESSMENT (PSA) of their faceting skills. 

The PANEL OF EXAMINERS is currently com
posed of nine members, who, listed in alphabeti
cal order are: 

Paul Ahlstedt 
Jim Ball 

Walter Carss 

Charles Covill 
Don Dunn 

Ewing Evans 

Glenn Klein 

Ralph Mathewson 

Jill Rowland 

The achievements of this group of individuals in 
the arena of competition faceting clearly justifies 
the Board in referring to them as a Blue-ribbon 
panel that is eminently qualified to perform the 
judging responsibilities of the PSA program. 

Six of these examiners have distinguished them
selves as winners in the International Faceting 
Challenge (The Australian Olympics of Faceting), 
not just once but many times during the past five 
bi-annual competitions from 1990 through 1998. 
These six, plus the other examiners were winners 
in every possible USA competition whether the 
competition was a Guild or Professional (AGTA) 
competition. Everyone of these evaluators have 
published their own designs; one person is a well 
known designer. All of the examiners are teach
ers of faceting and all have been evaluators in 
past Guild competitions in the USA. To have one 
of your stones assessed by any one of these evalu-
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ators will truly be an outstanding learning experi
ence. 

All USFG members from novices to recognized 
masters have the privilege of participating in the 
PSA program. THE PROGRAM IS OPEN FOR 
IMMEDIATE SUBMITTAL OF STONES. The 
program's assessment procedure will be con
ducted as follows: 

1. Any USFG member is invited to submit two 
stones per calendar year to be examined by 
the POE (This annual quota may be 
adjusted depending on the response and the 
workload agreeable to the POE members). 

2. All stones will be mailed to the Editor of the 
USFG Newsletter who will act as the DIS
PERSING AGENT (DA) for the program. 

3. The DA will forward each stone to one of the 
EXAMINERS, said EXAMINER being se
lected on the basis of their current work 
load and availability. No other criteria will 
be used to match the stone to the 
EXAMINER. 

4. After the EXAMINER has evaluated the 
stone, said stone will be returned to the DA. 

5. The DA will then return the stone to the 
SUBMITTER. 

In anticipation of the volume of stones that may 
be involved in this program and to reduce poten
tial problems in transmittal, specific mailing pro
cedures have been established. 

6. The SUBMIITER of a stone will bear all 
costs of transmittal. 

7. The following procedure is suggested for 
transmitting the stones: 

A. Obtain 3 padded envelopes that will 
nest: i.e., a 4x7 inch, a 5x9 inch, and a 
6x10 inch. 

B. Preparation of the 5x9 envelope. 

First: 
Have the 5x9 envelope (and the stone 

(Continued on page 4) 
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in its container) stamped with suffi
cient postage for the DA to mail it 
from the DA s location to any point in 
the United States. 

Second: 
Do not address this 5x9 envelope. This 
envelope will be addressed by the DA. 

Third: 
The SUBMITTER should also enclose 
(but not aft"ix to the envelope) suf
ficient postage for EXAMINER to 
mail the 5x9 envelope from anywhere 
in the U.S to the DA (i.e., the same 
postage value as affixed to the enve
lope). 

C. Preparation of the 4x7 envelope. 

Have the 4x7 envelope (and stone in 
its container) stamped with sufficient 
postage for the DA to mail the enve
lope the SUBMITTER. This envelope 
should be self-addressed to the 
SUBMITTER and should not be sealed. 

D. Preparation for Mailing. 

Insert the 4x7 envelope (with stone) 
in the 5x9 envelope, insert these two 
nested envelopes in the 9xl 1 envelope 
and mail to the DA (i.e., Editor of the 
Newsletter). 

E. Special Handling. 

It will be the SUBMITTER's decision 
and responsibility to arrange special 
postal handling if desired (i.e., insur
ance, registration, expedited delivery, 
etc.). 

8. The SUBMITTER must include a diagram of 
the stone which should clearly illustrate all of 
the facets on the stone (i.e., crown view, 
pavilion view, side view and end view. The 
facets in the diagram should be clear of all 
markings (i.e., no numbers, letters, symbols, 
etc). This is the diagram that the EXAMI-
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NER will use for the symbol mark-up. (See 
the article "PRIVATE STONE ASSESS
MENT" in this issue for an example of how 
the symbol mark-up process will be applied.) 

9. One facet on the stone should be clearly 
marked and the marked facet should be indi
cated on the stone diagram. Ink markings 
are not acceptable. The most satisfactory 
marking method is to leave one girdle facet 
unpolished. 

10. Examination turn-around time will depend 
on transmittal efficiency of the U.S. Postal 
Service and the schedule of the EXAMINER. 

11. Although reasonable care will be exercised in 
the transmittal and examination of submit
ted stones, the SUBMITTER enters into this 
program entirely at his/her own risk and the 
USFG disclaims any responsibility for lost or 
damaged stones. 

NEW MEMBERS 

The USFG extends a hearty welcome to the 
following new members: 

EWING EV ANS--TX 
GEMOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF AMERICA--CA 
WILLIAM P. GORENFLO---TX 
TERRY LOW-WA 
ARTKAVAN--AZ 
ANDY FARVOUR-THATCHER--BC. CANADA 
JOSEPH TRUSSO---NY 
DAVID B. VOYLES---CO 
ROY MEADE--NY 
TERESA MASTERS---CA 
STANLEY H. W ARZECHA---FL 
VAUGHN NAGEL---NY 
DALE P. CARRIERE-CA 
CHARLES CARL TON---OH 
JERRY CAPPS---WI 
GARY HENSON---WI 
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PRIVATE STONE ASSESSENT: 
AN INITIAL TEST OF THE PROGRAM 

By Jack E. Gross 

I am one of the Guild's members who has never 
had the opportunity to become familiar with the 
faceting quality that a stone should exhibit in or
der to attain competition levels. Those of us in 
this situation have little or no capability to evalu
ate the quality of the stones we facet. Thus, we 
have no idea of the skills we need to improve 
upon. Making all facet-points meet and attaining 
a scratch-free facet are relative conditions. In 
short, when considering a stone's technical qual
ity in the competition arena, when is a meetpoint 
actually a meetpoint and when is a scratchless 
facet actually a scratchless surface? The only way 
for most of us to solve these unknowns is to be 
shown by a knowledgeable cutter who has been 
through the competition process. But, for those 
of us who are geographically distant from clubs 
whose members have such capabilities, how are 
we to be advised on our needed skills? The USFG 
has an answer. 

Readers of the September, 1998 issue of the 
USFG Newsletter will recall the article suggesting 
a program to provide Guild members with a 
means to have their faceting skills assessed 
through the evaluation of the quality of their 
faceted stones. The core of this PRIVATE STONE 
ASSESSMENT program (PSA) is a procedure 
wherein stones are sent to qualified faceters (see 
PANEL OF EXAMINERS in this issue) who will 
examine the stones within the format of features 
that are generally applied in judging competition 
stones. But the conclusions of the examination 
will not be based on the traditional numerical 
scoring of competitions. Rather, the conclusions 
will be documented in a "mark-up" sheet that 
clearly indicates those features of the stone that 
require improved skills. In this manner, the 
faceter is not faced with a numerical score that 
conveys little or no information on the specific 
parts of a stone that need to be improved. Fur
thermore, the "non-competition" environment in 
which the PSA is conducted is just what the title 
implies, private, and thus removes, for the most 
part, any fear that the stone will cause some as
�ault on pride-of-accomplishment. The program 
1s a one-on-one arrangement with complete 
anonymity between the faceter and the examiner. 
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As the Guild's ·beta tester" for the PSA program, 
I recently sent a stone to one of the individuals on 
the current PANEL OF EXAMINERS. This stone 
was evaluated with the Guild's new SYMBOL 
MARK-UP scheme and the results exceeded all my 
expectations for what I would learn from the exer
cise. The symbols that were used on the MARK
UP SHEET are illustrated in TABLE 1. The re
sults of this initial test of the system are presented 
herein in some detail as a means to introduce 
other Guild members to the process. Before sub
mitting the stone (Ross Clark's Round Barion 
Checker cut in CZ, which incidentally, is a re
mark.ably visually attractive stone--cut one, 
you'll like it), I naturally checked it for the vari
ous features normally included in competition 
scoring. There were a number of obvious discrep
ancies on the pavilion but I thought the crown 
was reasonably respectable, especially the meet
points. It takes only a quick glance at the MARK
UP SHEET (See Fig. 1) to see that my evaluation 
of meetpoints needs a great deal of improvement. 
Likewise for scratches. 

The most interesting experience of the exercise 
was in detecting the obvious non-meeting of facets 
that I originally thought were in meetpoint and 
the obvious scratches on facets where I detected 
no scratches. Even after being shown on the 
stone diagram where there faults were located 
(See Fig. l for an illustration of the MARK-UP 
SHEET for the stone's crown), I had considerable 
difficulty in seeing the faults. If I had been left to 
my own evaluation, I would have continued to 
believe I had done a good job on the meetpoints 
and scratches. But since a skilled faceter had lo
cated the faults, they obviously had to be present. 
And then came the revelation-the solution was 
in proper use of light. When the stone was ex
posed to just the right light condition, the faults 
were obvious. In fact, they were so obvious that 
one would think some of them would have been 
detected strictly by accident. Suffice it to say, the 
whole exercise was a dramatic learning experience 
which, in all probability, I could not have 
achieved any other way. In my opinion, no verbal 
explanation of •how-to-do-it" could have accom
plished what this one hands-on exercise did. 

(Continued on page 6) 
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TABLE 1. STONE ASSESSMENT PROGRAM MARK-UP REPORT ILLUSTRATING MARK
UP SYMBOLS. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

FEATURE SYMBOL COMMENT 
Meetpoints 0 Open meetpoints more noticeable at girdle. 

Scratches I Most scratches minor except those marked D. 
(Gouges) D 

Chips <Hit None 

Pitting of Facets u None 

Groved Facets G None 
(Herring-bone) H 

Girdle Parallel and In/Out 
Uniform in Width 

Girdle Proper Width In/Out In but marginal---too narrow 

Table Parallel In/Out Not applicable 

Facets Flat & True In/Out In 

Facets Uniform & In/Out Some facets not square--diamond shaped--See 0 
Proportional As In 
The Stone Pattern. 

Stone Size And/Or In/Out In 
L/W Ratio to Girdle 
(Stone Must Be Disqualified 
HMaximum & Minimum 
Tolerances Are Required But 
Not Met.) 

Fig 1. Crown of Round Barion Checker 

Illustrating Use of Mark-up Symbols. 
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ISO BRIGHTNESS CONTOUR MAPS 
By Paul A. Head 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Due to the extensive space 
that would be required to present a comprehen
sive coverage of Paul's ISO BRIGHTNESS CON
TOUR MAP article, the presentation in this 
newsletter is limited to general procedures. For 
those who are interested in additional details, a 
step-by-step procedure and "Ready-To-Run" ex
amples are available on the USFG's webpage at: 

http://members.tripod.com/-USFG/ 

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 

After making ISO maps for more than fifty de
signs and cutting proof-stones, the following gen
eral conclusions have been pretty well confirmed: 

The single most important result is that every de
sign will have its own distinctive ISO map. The 
optimum standard round brilliant angles are 
likely to produce disastrous results when applied 
to some designs. Some designs have a wide range 
of good angle combinations but some are very re
strictive. 

SECOND 

For many designs the maximum brightness will 
usually occur where the Crown/Pavilion-angle 
Pair (CPAP) would produce an esthetically unac
ceptable gem, i.e., a very high or very flat crown 
paired with a poorly proportioned pavilion. I 
think this is another of Murphy's unwritten laws! 

THIRD 

The choice of crown angle is less critical than the 
pavilion. One degree crown angle increments 
plotted against half degree pavilion angle incre
ments provide reasonable map coordinates. 

FOURTH 

For most of the designs so far compiled, a high 
brightness band crosses the map at about 30 de
grees. In general, brightness falls off very rapidly 
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above and below this zone. The maximum ISO 
brightness-band for most designs is cut off near 
the critical angle for low refractive index maps 
but are less affected as the refractive index in
creases. With some designs a high brightness
band is relatively undisturbed by the critical an
gle. 

The ISO maps for many designs exhibit two or 
more brightness peaks or ridges, especially in 
maps for stones with a higher REFRACTIVE 
INDEX. The significance of these has not been 
determined as yet. 

I believe the observed difference between 75% 
and 80% ISO brightness is barely perceptible but 
the difference between 75% to 85% is very notice
able. That very subjective judgment was used to 
set the 5% contour interval that I use. I also have 
the impression that 70% ISO brightness stones 
have a dull appearance, explaining my reason for 
not contouring values below 75%. 

INTRODUCTION 

BRIEF HISTORY OF ISO MAPS 

I believe the basic ideas for ISO Maps were first 
expressed in Volume 7, Page D8 of Long and 
Steele's Facet Designs but have apparently been 
under-utilized since then. They presented 
ISO BRIGHTNESS CONTOUR MAPS of a stan
dard round brilliant for several refractive indices. 
The plot for cubic zirconia indicates a forked ISO 
Brightness ridge of highs, implying that two dis
tinct CP AP regions would provide suitable 
brightness. The questions that came to mind 
were how other designs would behave; will Stan
dard Round Brilliant angles work for all designs; 
and would greater map resolution provide more 
insight? 

A procedure using R. W. Strickland's GEMCAD 
and GEMRA Y programs was subsequently devel
oped four or five years ago to further study Long 
& Steele's ideas. The objective was to determine 

(Continued on page 8) 
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the best pavilion and crown angle combination 
for GEMCAD designs. It is not the final answer 
because GEM CAD and GEMRA Y do not address 
the effect of color intensity or dispersion. How
ever, ISO Maps do provide a valuable guide for 
cutting consistently brilliant gems. 

COMPUTER REQUIREMENTS 

Computer resource requirements are minimal but 
I would suggest a 486 66-MHz processor or faster. 
Lotus 123 or Excel or other spreadsheet, a word 
processor, and printer working under DOS or a 
Windows DOS shell will be needed. The designs 
to be analyzed must be the GEMCAD file format, 
i.e., the .GEM file extension. I strongly recom
mend that you store all of your GEMCAD designs 
with the same pavilion angle and crown angle, 
this will simplify editing your batch files. I chose 
43 degrees for the pavilion and 42 degrees for the 

crown, why I don't recall. Any facet pair will do, 
since GEMRA Y uses tangent ratio angle 
conversions. 

PROCEDURES 

There are four steps that must be executed to cre
ate ISO BRIGHTNESS CONTOUR MAPS: 

1. Create a BATCH file of GEMRA Y comand 
lines containing the total range of crown and 
pavilion angles to be included in the contour 
map as well as the refractive index and file 
name of the design (See STEP NO. 1 below). 
Creating this BATCH file is basically a 
ONE-TIME EFFORT because it can be 
used as a template with search and replace 
techniques to create other angle ranges, 
change the R.L, and file names. 

2. Create an ISO MAP template using spread
sheet software (such as LOTUS 123) in 
which all of the ISO contour map informa
tion and processing MACRO instructions 
are stored (See STEP No. 2 below). This 
again is a ONE-TIME EFFORT. 

3. Print the contour map. 

4. Draw contour lines on the contour map. 

STEP NO. 1 CONSTRUCT AN INITIAL 
BATCH FILE 

This is an executable DOS text file. DO NOT save 
as a spreadsheet, MS Word document or other 
special format. It must contain only GEMRA Y 
command line instructions for each CP AP to be 
mapped. Construct this file using the DOS editor, 
a word processor, or what ever works best for you 
but it must be saved as pure ASCII text. I found 
LOTUS 123 spreadsheets provided the easiest 
way for me to construct these instructions using 
search and replace editing techniques and 
MACRO instructions. 

In the following example this file is named 
01006.BAT. It is stored on drive C: in sub
directory ISOMAP along with GEMRA Y.EXE 
and 01006.GEM. Each command line must fol
low the structure described in "GEMRAY Users 
Guide" by R. W. Strickland. 

C:\ISOMAP\GEMRA Y -p 43 39 -c 42 39 -i 2.15 -g 01006.gem 01006.ray n n n 
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The COMMAND LINE parameters are defined 
as follows: 

C:\ISOMAP\GEMRAY 
(Calls the program GEMRAY.EXE from 
drive C:\ISOMAP\.) 

-p 43 
(Specifies the old or reference pavilion 
angle. This value remains constant 
through all lines in the 01006.BA T file. The 
p is case sensitive.) 

36 

(Specifies a new pavilion angle. This 
value changes periodically in the 
01006.BAT file.) 

-c 42 
(Specifies the old or reference crown 
angle. This value remains constant 
through all lines in the 01006.BAT file. The 
c is case sensitive.) 

(Continued on page 9) 
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39 
(Specifies a new crown angle. This 
value changes periodically in the 
01006.BA T file.) 

-i 2.15 
(Specifies the desired index of refraction. 
This value remains constant in a 
01006.BAT file but is CHANGED to fit 
the refractive index when the file is used 
on a different material. The i is case sen
sitive.) 

-g 

(Turns off screen graphics. This character 
remains constant through all lines in the 
01006.BAT file. The g is case sensitive.) 

01006.GEM 

The following example of a 01006.BAT file con
tains 16 command lines. 

C:\ISOMA.P\GEMRAY -p 43 25 -c 42 20 -i 2.15 -g 01006.gem 01006.ray n n n 
C:\ISOMAP\GEMRA Y -p 43 25 -c 42 21 -i 2.15 -g 01006.gem 01006.ray n n n 
C:\ISOMAP\GEMRAY -p 43 25 -c 42 22 -i 2.15 -g 01006.gem 01006.ray n n n 
C:\ISOMAP\GEMRA Y -p 43 25 -c 42 23 -i 2.15  -g 01006.gem 01006.ray n n n 
C:\ISOMAP\GEMRAY -p 43 26 -c 42 20 -i 2.15 -g 01006.gem 01006.ray n n  n 
C:\ISOMAP\GEMRAY -p 43 26 -c 42 21 -i 2.15 -g 01006.gem 01006.ray n n n 
C:\ISOMAP\GEMRAY -p 43 26 -c 42 22 -i 2.15 -g 01006.gem 01006.ray n n n 
C:\ISOMAP\GEMRA Y -p 43 26 -c 42 23 -i 2.15 -g 01006.gem 01006.ray n n n 
C:\ISOMAP\GEMRA Y -p 43 27 -c 42 20 -i 2.15 -g 01006.gem 01006.ray n n n 
C:\ISOMAP\GEMRA Y -p 43 27 -e 42 21 -i 215 -g 01006.gem 01006.ray n n n 
C:\ISOMAP\GEMRA Y -p 43 27 -e 42 22 -i 215 -g 01006.gem 01006.ray n n n 
C:\ISOMAP\GEMRA Y -p 43 27 -c 42 23 -i 2.15 -g 01006.gem 01006.ray n n n 
C:\ISOMAP\GEMRAY -p 43 28 -c 42 20 -1 2.15 -g 01006.gem 01006.ray n n n 
C:\ISOMAP\GEMRA Y -p 43 28 -c 42 21 -i 2.15 -g 01006.gem 01006.ray n n n 
C:\ISOMAP\GEMRA Y -p 43 28 -c 42 22 -i 2.15 -g 01006.gem 01006.ray n n n 
C:\ISOMAP\GEMRAY -p 43 28 -e 42 23 -i 2.15 -g 01006.gem 01006.ray n n n 

(Specifies the FILE NAME of the design. 
For example, 01006.GEM is the GEMCAD 
file name for a Standard Round Brilliant. 
This name remains constant through all lines 
in the 01006.BAT file.) 

These COMMAND LINES would calculate the 
BRIGHTNESS VALUES for a stone with refrac
tive index of 2.15 and pavilion angles ranging 
from 25 degrees through 28 degrees with crown 
angles ranging from 20 degrees through 23 de
grees. The information generated from this 
01006.BAT file would be stored as 16 lines of data 
(in the same drive and path as GEMRA Y) in a 
file named GEMRAY.LOG. (See STEP N0.2.) 

In practice the 01006.BAT file would contain, in 
sequence, all pavilion angles to be included in the 
ISO BRIGHTNESS CONTOUR MAP, for exam
ple from 36 to 46 in 0.5-degree increments. For 
each pavilion angle, an accompanying range of 
crown angles would be specified in sequence, for 
example 19 to 44. Thus each pavilion angle would 
have 26 lines of crown angles. Since there are 22 
pavilion angles, the 01006.BAT file would contain 
26x22=572 command lines. This is usually over
kill but sometimes reveals valuable information. 

01006.RAY 
(A filler that is required but not used in this 
process. Prefix is the same as in 01006.GEM 
and remains constant through all lines in 
the 01006.BAT file.) 

n 

(Causes COSFILE not to be written. It 
remains constant through all lines in the 
01006.BAT file. The n is case sensitive.) 

n 

(Causes ISOFILE not to be written. It 
remains constant through all lines in the 
01006.BAT file� The n is case sensitive.) 

n 

(Causes VECFILE not to be written. It 
remains constant through all lines in the 
01006.BAT file. The n is case sensitive.) 
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The structure of the 01006.BAT file remains con
stant regardless of the stone design. Thus, the 
01006.BAT file only has to be constructed one 
time. When other stone designs are used (for ex
ample GEMCAD 05123.GEM), the last two 
columns in the 01006.BAT file are changed from 
01006.gem and 01006.ray to 05123.gem and 
05123.ray. Also, the file name would be changed 
from 01006.BAT to 05123.BAT. The R. L and 

EDITOR'S NOTE: For those readers who do not feel up to 
the challenge of preparing a large 01006.BAT file, a complete, 
ready to nm example can be downloaded from the Guild's 
website. Also included are step by step instructions for modi
fying the 01006.BA T file to accommodate other stone designs. 

(Continued on page JO) 
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angle ranges can also be changed so long as the 
basic cyclic file structure is maintained. 

After the 01006.BAT file is prepared in sub
directory ISOMAP it is ready to execute. First, 
delete any existing GEMRAY.LOG file; then at 

and R.. I. 

The following is MACRO \A. It is 
typed into the Lotus 123 worksheet 
at some out-of-the-way address. Be 
sure to name all ranges. Extra 
spaces are not permitted. 

the DOS prompt type in 
01006 and press ENTER. All 
the COMMAND LINES in 
01006.BAT file are executed 
in sequence and the output 
data for each 

\A »{goto}AD1-/reDATA-/reC6 .. AB48-/finXX{esc}C:\IS0MAP\GEMRA Y.LOG-
\Z »{windowsOFF}{indicate "At Work"}{let ROW,O}-{let OUTROW,2}{1et OUTCOL,1}
z »{put ISO,OUTCOL,OUTROW,@index(DAT A,8,ROW)}-{Iet ROW,ROW+ l }  

{if@index(DATA,l,ROW)<>@index(DATA,l,ROW-l)} {branch ZZ}{Iet OUTCOL,OUTCOL+l}
ZZ>{if@index(DATA,1 ,ROW)=:@index(DAT A,1,ROW-l)}{branch Z} {let OUTROW,OUTROW+2} 

{Jet OUTCOL,l}-{if@index(DATA,1 ,ROW)=""Hfile-save}-{home} {indicate} {quit} {branch Z} 

COMMAND LINE is 
recorded automatically in 
the same sequence in the GEMRA Y.LOG file. 
The table below is the content of the GEM
RA Y.LOG file that would have been computed 
from the information in the example 16-line 
01006.BAT file. 

OLD NEW OLD NEW TILT TILT REFR COS ISO NUM 
PAV PAV CRN CRN X y INDX BRT BRT PXL 
43.0 25.0 42.0 20.0 0 0 2.1 5  39.0 60.0 120 
43.0 25.0 42.0 21.0 0 0 2.1 5  39.5 70.0 120 
43.0 25.0 42.0 22.0 0 0 2.1 5  40.4 80.0 120 
43.0 25.0 42.0 23.0 0 0 2.1 5  40.8 96.0 120 
43.0 _ _  26.Cl 42.0 20.0 0 0 2.1 5  40.6 70.0 120 
43.0 26.0 42.0 21.0 0 0 2.1 5  40.4 80.0 120 
43.0 26.0 42.0 22.0 0 0 2.1 5  39.7 96.0 120 
43.0 26.0 42.0 23.0 0 0 2.1 5  39.7 80.0 120 
43.0 27.0 42.0 20.0 0 0 2. 1 5  40.2 80.0 120 
43.0 27.0 42.0 21.0 0 0 2. 1 5  40.5 96.0 120 
43.0 27.0 42.0 22.0 0 0 2.1 5  41.5 80.0 120 
43.0 27.0 42.0 23.0 0 0 2. 1 5  40.3 70.0 120 
43.0 28.0 42.0 20.0 0 0 2.1 5  41.6 96.0 120 
43.0 28.0 42.0 21.0 0 0 2.1 5  40.5 80.0 120 
43.0 28.0 42.0 22.0 0 0 2.1 5  40.4 70.0 120 
43.0 28.0 42.0 23.0 0 0 2.15  40.5 70.0 120 

STEP NO. 2 CONSTRUCT A WORKSHEET 

Range names used in MACRO \A are: 

GEM CAD 
FILE 

01006.gem 
01006.gem 
01006.gem 
01006.gem 
01006.gem 
01006.gem 
01006.gem 
01006.gem 
01006.gem 
01006.gem 
01006.gem 
01006.gem 
01006.gem 
01006.gem 
01006.gem 
01006.gem 

RAND LT 
FILE 

01006.ray 
01006.ray 
01006.ray 
01006.ray 
01006.ray 
01006.ray 
01006.ray 
01006.ray 
01006.ray 
01006.ray 
01006.ray 
0 1006.ray 
0 1006.ray 
01006.ray 
01006.ray 
01006.ray 

ROW >> O 
OUTROW » 2  
OUTCOL » 1 
VZ, Z, and ZZ are branch points. 

To execute MACRO \A, simultane
ously press CTRL and A. The ISO 
brightness data is copied to the fol
lowing example array (from the six
teen COMMAND LINES in 
01006.BAT). 

69.0 70.0 80.0 96.0 
70.0 80.0 96.0 80.0 
80.0 96.0 80.0 70.0 
96.0 80.0 70.0 60.0 

Follow the procedures in LOTUS 123 (or your 
favorite spreadsheet software) for setting up a 
WORKSHEET to contain the ISO MAP and pro
cessing macros. Name the worksheet something 
like 01006MAP.WK4. Format the MAP area so , 
that column widths and row heights force the dec
imal points of the ISO values to form a square 
grid. Set up MACRO \A. 

Lines in the foregoing array only illustrate the 
basic structure of the ISO MAP. An ISO MAP 
constructed from a much larger 01006.BAT file 
and GEMRA Y.LOG file would have many more 
rows and columns, such as is illustrated in 
TABLE 1 on page 12 of this issue. 

You will want to dress your ISO map up with 
identifying labels similar to the example map. 
Notice that pavilion angles increase downward 
and crown angles increase to the right, consistent 

MACRO \A imports from the GEMRA Y.LOG 
file all numerical data, placing each value in a 
separate column in range DATA. No alpha char
acters are brought in. The macro then copies 
each ISO brightness value to its appropriate co

ordinate in the ISO Map. \A does not change; it 
is totally independent of file names, angles, 

10  

EDITOR'S NOTE: For those readers who d o  not feel u p  to 
the challenge of preparing a LOTUS 123 worksheet, a com
plete, ready to run example can be downloaded from the 
Guild's website. 

(Continued on page 11) 
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with Strickland's articles in USFG, e.g., "Angles 
for Corundum", Vol. 5 No. 1. 

STEP NO. 3 PRINT A HARD COPY OF THE 
ISO BRIGHTNESS MAP 

Follow the directions in your spreadsheet soft 
ware for printing the ISO BRIGHTNESS CON
TOUR MAP. In Lotus 123, select the MAP 
range, A:Al..A:AB48, click on the printer icon 
which will bring up the PRINT window on the 
screen, click on SELECTED RANGE, then click 
on PRINT. 

STEP NO. 4 DRAW CONTOUR LINES ON 
THE ISO BRIGHTNESS MAP 

Now contour the values by hand using the deci
mal points as the plot points. 

That's it, the basic mechanics of getting the ISO 
data into a contour map format. Windows95 and 
LOTUS 123 release 5 for WINDOWS were used 
for this presentation. It was all originally done 
with DOS 3.1 and 123 r2.2. All this must be cus
tom fit to your individual computer and for that 
you will be on your own. A typical ISO map re
quires about 15 to 30 minutes computing. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Choice of optimum pavilion and crown angles is 
greatly facilitated using the ISO brightness maps 
but be aware that maximum brightness is not 
always the best choice for a given design and 
material. If maximum brightness is all that is 
desired, just silver the pavilion. The whole idea of 
the ISO Maps is to pick the CP AP that permits 
high brightness, dispersive display (spectral col
ors) and geometric proportions that are accept
able to the eye. This is a very subjective judg
ment. The stones I have cut in the 90% to 97% 
brightness range have a sort of flood light appear
ance and a marked absence of sparkle. The very 
low crown required to achieve this brightness also 
tends to kill the spectral display of even CZ. Af
ter picking a CPAP, run GEMRAY interactively 
or make a slide show with GEMFLICK and 
GEMFRAME using the tilt options to see if the 
design will "window" excessively. Also keep in 
mind that high crown angles are better to display 
dispersion etTects. The best CP AP will likely be 
some sort of compromise. 

1 1  

FACETER'S FORUM: 
TOPIC FOR THIS ISSUE: QUARTZ 

(Comments in this article are abstracts and edited submissions 
from the FACETERS DIGEST) 

+ (I have been told that I should orient stone 
cut from quartz crystals so that the table is 
perpendicular to the z axis for maximum 
brilliance.) This very probably has little to 
do with brilliance, but is really a function of 
color tones for hexagonal crystal systems. 
For treated citrine (Madeira or Rio Grande), 
it probably doesn't matter as much how you 
orient the rough. For amethyst, the three 
axes perpendicular to the long dimension are 
also purple, but most often have a greyish 
component that is not present in the 
optic axis. If one can determine the optic 
axis (for most, meaning that the point is still 
intact) optimal color could be obtained by 
orienting that way. If not, just orient for 
best color as Mark said. Color zoning is 
often a greater problem, so orienting for best 
color covers that, too. 

For "Siberian", other tactics may be called 
for. Siberian has one direction purple and 
the other purple-red. You pick your 
orientation and faceting design. 

+ ( ... quartz crystals are rotary polar and can 
rotate the plane of polarization of light 
passing through them. I don't know if that 
optical characteristic has anything to do 
with optimal orientation for faceting.) 

+ ... on a 95/5 tin/antimony lap, or on lucite, for 
quartz, I prefer cerium oxide. 

+ ... been using 14,000 diamond bort (Graves) 
on the same lead-tin lap for at least 8 years 
... gives a great polish on the harder 
materials (corundums) as well as materials 
such as quartz ... usually use Ultra Laps on 
the quartz and softer material, as is easier to 
use. 

+ The 14,000/lead-tin combination,witb 
Crystalube Extender Fluid (Crystalite), gives 

(Continued on page 17) 
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THE EARLY FACETING 

COMMUNITY IN NORTH 

AMERICA 
(Part 1 of  2) 

By Bill Attwell, 
President, 

North York Faceting Guild, 
Toronto, Canada 

Bill Attwell would like to express his appreciation to Dr. Ben 
Smith of Wilmington, North Carolina, USA for his kindness 
and help in the research of this article; Peter Collins, a former 
President of the Australian Facetors' Guild, recently deceased, 
for his successful encouragement to sit down and write this 
article; and Dr. Peter Henchman, MD, of Toronto, Canada 
for his advice and comments. 

There is more to faceting than faceting itself. 
There is also more to our hobby than the learning 
and sharing of information about current tech
niques, machinery, and gem species. One fasci
nating aspect that has not been adequately ad
dressed by our amateur faceting community is 
that of its historical evolution as a community. 
Such a study would concern itself with the way in 
which facetors related, and in the process devel
oped and shared knowledge willingly. Rest as
sured, there is a great deal of interesting history 
about faceting, controversial and emotional stuff, 
too. Right now, we all need to do our best to seek 
out elements of its history, particularly our own 
local history, and preserve it before it is lost. No 
one else will do it but members of our own ama
teur faceting community. It is time that we all 
took ownership over this responsibility. 

The focus of this article will be upon two men who 
had the earliest important role in helping the 
North American amateur faceting community get 
started. They were Peter Zodac and J. Harry 
Howard. Unfortunately, the limited space of this 
short article precludes an elaborate examination 
of our faceting community's establishment in 
North America. A greater elaboration upon this 
subject will have to come about later and through 
a different medium. It is hoped that this short 
history, though, will reveal the need to find and 
preserve personal correspondence, photographs, 
early magazines, equipment and attachments, 
etc., leading to the future writing of various as
pects of the faceting history wherever we live. 
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THE IMPORTANCE OF THE 1930's 

The early beginnings of the North American ama
teur faceting community really took place during 
the 1930's. A mentality and the means evolved at 
that time to share faceting information willingly 
which one bad struggled to obtain on one's own 
or had uncovered with some difficulty from other 
sources. 

Contemporary readers may not appreciate the 
difficulties facing the task of learning how to cut 
faceted gems before the 1930's. After all, now we 
have guilds and their newsletters, expert mem
bers, courses and workshops, commercial periodi
cals and books, Datavue and GemCad, internet 
chat groups and electronic newsletters, different 
techniques, and the many manufacturers of 
faceting equipment. To novices today, though, it 
must still seem 'hard' to learn and apply the 
knowledge about faceting with their commercially 
available machines. 

In perspective, it was much, much harder to learn 
earlier this century. Before the 1930's, what 
faceting was done in North America was almost 
wholly undertaken by a very few professional cut
ters many of whom possessed an exclusive mental
ity. The faceting information which most profes
sionals had discovered or had handed down to 
them by family members or business colleagues, 
too often was kept within their tightly-knit circles. 
For the amateur, there were no accessible books 
or magazines, no groups to offer help or local ex
perts, and no manufactured machinery was avail
able. There were some lucky individuals who 
linked up with kind cutters, who were exceptions 
to the general pattern. For the remaining individ
uals, they were on their own. No wonder that the 
number of noble amateur pioneers who faceted in 
those years was small! 

By the end of the 1930's, this situation had 
changed in North America, and an amateur 
faceting community of sorts had emerged. It is 
important to note that our faceting community, 
however, did not have a structure and organiza
tion of its own during this decade. Instead, it was 
an ill-defined part of the organizational develop
ment of the public's earth-related scientific 

(Continued on page 14) 
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interest, particularly the general lapidary hobby. 
The latter interest began during the early part of 
the decade as a consequence of popular curiosity 
about earth-related sciences in the 1920's. The 
basic knowledge and experience gained since the 
early 1930's in the cutting and polishing of cabo
chons and flat surfaces, such as agate, allowed the 
adventuresome to enter into the difficult realm of 
faceting with its additional complexities of angles 
and index bearings. Thus, the number of facetors 
increased in association with the growth of the 
lapidary movement. Although there were ama
teurs who had already begun to facet beforehand, 
evidence of a steady growth in the number of 
facetors begins shortly before the mid-1930's. 

Just as no one person or geographic region made 
the discoveries in faceting knowledge during the 
1930's, so was the establishment of the early infor
mal amateur faceting community not derived 
from a single individual. A few dozen men played 
key roles. Most of these individuals played 
prominent roles locally and began to strengthen 
their regional faceting communities. However, it 
was Peter Zodac and J. Harry Howard who were 
the ones who first acted as a catalyst to the found
ing of an informal faceting community through
out North America. 

THE ROLE OF PETER ZODAC 
AND ROCKS AND MINERALS 

Peter Zodac was not personally involved in lap
idary work. His importance lay in his position as 
editor of a magazine called Rocks and Minerals 
which he founded in 1926. This magazine was the 
only one in the US at the time which served the 
needs of the growing popular non-academic inter
est in the earth sciences. His magazine was the 
first to encourage the lapidary field. Little space 
was devoted to lapidary though, and the informa
tion provided was very scanty. However, for an 
amateur lapidary community which really didn't 
exist, let alone a faceting one, this magazine of
fered a fragile beginning. Its small circulation of 
1548 in 1930 and 5226 in 1938 has to be viewed 
with this perspective in mind. 

Rocks and Minerals allowed readers who were 
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interested in earth sciences to become aware of 
lapidary activities, and gave a source of scarce 
information to those already involved or who 
wanted to become involved. The few related ad
vertisements in the magazine allowed cutters to 
procure rough and gave access to what machinery 
was available. As well, Zodac used his magazine 
to encourage and reinforce the development of 
clubs amongst its readership. These clubs were 
focused upon minerals, rocks and lapidary either 
separately or in combination. Such clubs, even 
though they weren't specifically oriented to 
faceting, were important to our community, for 
they led to local relationships between those few 
members with faceting interest. 

The magazine office itself served as a central 
clearing house for inquiries by subscribers about 
faceting. One example is a personal letter to Zo
dac from Grant Waite. Leland Quick, founder 
and publisher of The Lapidary Journal, wrote in 
a separate letter that Waite was one of the few 
real lapidary and faceting investigators in North 
America for whom he had a great deal of respect. 
Waite was just beginning to learn about faceting 
in the summer of 1937. Experiencing a great deal 
of trouble polishing topaz, he asked Zodac for ad
vice. In his letter to Waite, Zodac suggested 
Damascus Ruby Powder and referred him to the 
writing of his magazine's lapidary editor, J. 
Harry Howard. Within a few months, Waite re
ceived a personal letter from another facetor with 
four years experience who complimented him on 
his excellent topaz polish, which this other facetor 
had up to that point being unable to achieve. 
With this example, one can see the value of Zodac 
and his magazine to the faceting community. 

The most important value of Peter Zodac's maga
zine, though, was the platform it gave Harry 
Howard to provide needed impetus to the North 
American faceting community's early develop
ment. 

THE INFLUENCE AND IMPORTANCE 

OF HARRY HOWARD 

There is no doubt that Howard was the first cut
ter to give a boost to the North American lapidary 
and faceting community. He did this in a number 
of different ways. According to current evidence, 

(Continued on page 15) 
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he was the first to have reached out in the media 
to other cutters through correspondence. In 
1929, Zodac published a letter to him by Howard 
asking for help in contacting fell ow cutters among 
the magazine's readership. Needless to say, 
Howard was ecstatic with the number of replies, 
most of which were from non-facetors. This be
gan a Jong tradition of letter-writing to those who 
had been cutting. Initially Howard was the major 
beneficiary of this correspondence. However, as 
his knowledge grew, so did his influence upon 
other writers. 

Sadly, his correspondence cannot be found. In
quiries to the University Museum in the World 
War Building of the University of South Carolina 
located in Columbia, which received his collection 
of stones and personal equipment in 1962, have 
not been answered. (As an aside, there is a sug
gestion that the museum is not taking good care 
of either Howard's gem collection or his equip
ment.) Thus, the detailed faceting and other lap
idary knowledge and history of those isolated lap
idary pioneers who influenced Howard, such as L. 
E. Bowser of Bairoil, Wyoming, H. E. Briggs of 
Montana and Capt. Thomas A. Reiner, will be 
difficult to locate and reveal. 

Another way in which Howard's influence became 
more wide-spread and helpful resulted from his 
position as editor of a section in Rocks and Min
eral called "The Amateur Lapidary".  Howard 
realized that there was a need for information by 
those interested in lapidary. Thus, he approached 
Zodac for space in his magazine, and in Decem
ber, 1931, "The Amateur Lapidary" began. 
Howard remained its editor until 1937. What is 
important about "The Amateur Lapidary" is that 
it gave exposure to lapidary as a hobby. This 
could only have led some readers to develop an 
interest in lapidary work, particularly faceting. 

Most of these articles were oriented to non
faceting lapidary information, although it often 
was related because information about such top
ics as dopping and the polishing of non
transparent surfaces did help the facetor. The 
first article about faceting appeared in December, 
1932 but it was only 2 small pages in length and 
extremely general in content. Other articles, 
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specifically on faceting were infrequent during the 
first couple of years, but they did increase over 
time. As awareness and thus interest in lapidary 
work increased, so did advertisements. 

By 1934, a full page per issue was devoted to ads 
related to this field, which, in turn, made it easier 
for a hobbyist to become involved. Already, an 
ad for the primitive Dixon-Howard # 2 Faceting 
Device had appeared in December, 1932. 

Howard's effect upon the faceting community ob
viously lay outside the domain of print. Above 
all, though, "The Amateur Lapidary" helped oth
ers realize that not only was lapidary a worth
while topic but that there was a tremendous need 
for more information about it. As a direct result 
of "The Amateur Lapidary," Scientific Ameri
can began occasionally to include lapidary arti
cles starting in 1932. 

Despite its value, some interested readers and 
knowledgeable writers may have been disap
pointed with "The Amateur Lapidary". Its space 
was limited to several columns, sometimes to a 
few of the magazine's small pages, with rarely 
more than one article per issue. Granted, there 
were articles about related topics by other au
thors elsewhere in the magazine, such as gem 
species, optics and heat treatment of gems. How
ever, for readers who wanted more about lap
idary, or who knew a great deal and were inter
ested in writing, such as Howard and his succes
sor as editor, Arthur Knapp, the space restric
tions must have been frustrating. Zodac's unwill
ingness to expand "The Amateur Lapidary" may 
have been because, as a former mining engineer, 
he had a bias towards other subjects. It could 
have been because of his erroneous perception of 
the marketplace for more articles on lapidary. 
Whatever the reason, one of the results was that 
Dr. Henry C. Dake, an honourary President of 
Rocks and Minerals itself, began a competing 
magazine in June, 1933 called The Oregon Min
eralogist. As well, Howard published further 
outside the magazine in book form, although with 
the definite support of Zodac. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: In the next issue, Bill Attwell delves into 
Harry Howard's early publications in the lapidary and 
faceting field. 
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THE GIST OF GRIT 
(Part 2 of 2) 

Grinding and Lapping Compound 

PUBLISHED BY UNITED STATES PRODUCTS CO. 518 MEL
WOOD AVE., PITTSBURGH, PA 15213-1194 (412-621-2130). 

(Editor's Note: The following article is abstracted 
from a very comprehensive article dealing with 
generalized commercial metal lapping and polish
ing. Those sections of the article which appear to 
be relevant for faceting gemstones have been edited 
lfor this U.S.F. G article. The article has been re-
du.ced from 3 sections to 2 sections. Permission for 
[publication granted by Mr. Lee Brown, President 
of United States Produ.cts Co.) 

OTHER ABRASIVE MA TE RIALS 

Red Rouge (ferric oxide), jeweler's rouge 
for polishing soft materials. 

Green Rouge (chromium oxide) for pol
ishing hard material such as chrome 
plate, stainless, etc. 

Natural Emery is one of the oldest abra
sives but due to its impurities it has little 
place in modem lapping. 

Cerium Oxide, best suited for glass pol
ishing. 

Titanium Oxide and a host of other abra
sive materials have usage for unusual or 
special applications only. 

ABRASIVE GRIT SIZES 8 TO 240 

· These are called "screened" sizes. The U.S. De
partment of Commerce has specified standard 
designations and specifications for each screen 
number. 

ABRASIVE GRIT SIZES 280 AND 
FINER 

There are no standardizations for the "subsieve" 
or finer grit numbers from 280 and finer. Consid
erable variation exists in both nomenclature and 
sizing practice between producers. Grit sizes 
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differ from one producer to another though they 
try to remain competitive. Personal testing is the 
only sure way to determine if a particular grit size 
meets your needs. 

Size 
100 
120 
150 
180 
220 
240 
280 
320 
400 
500 
600 
900 
1000 
1200 

A VERA GE PARTICLE SIZE 

OF ABRASIVE GRAIN 

Inches Average Microns 
.0068 173 
.0056 142 
.0048 122 
.0034 86 
.0026 66 

.00248 63 

.00175 44 

.00128 32 

.00090 23 

.00065 16 

.00033 8 

.00024 6 

5 
3 

TABLE 
One light band equals 11.6 millionths 
One micron equals .001 millimeter 
One micron equals .000039 inches 
One inch equals 25,400 microns 
Micro-inch. One millionth of an inch 

(0.000001 inch) 

The term micro-inch should be qualified by 
adding r.m.s. which signifies the root-mean 
square. 

MOHS 

The Mohs scale of hardness, devised by Friedrich 
Mobs, a German mineralogist in 1826, was origi
nally based on the susceptibility of a material to 
be scratched. When adopted many years ago, ten 
known materials were listed in order of their abil
ity to be scratched. Talc, the softest, was num
bered No. 1 and Diamond, the hardest, numbered 
No. 10 with other materials falling in between. 
Since that time calcined and hydrate alumina 
have been developed and their place on the Mohs 
hardness scale has been approximated. 

(Continued on page 17) 
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MOHS SCALE OF HARDNESS 

Diamond 
Cubic Boron Nitride (Borazon[tm}CBN) 
Norbide, boron carbide 
Crystolon, silicon carbide 
Alundum, aluminum oxide 
38 White aluminum oxide 
Linde " A" alpha alumina 
Linde "C" alpha alumina 
Corundum 
Linde "B" gamma alumina 
Levigated alumina ... cakinated alumina 
E-67 .....••...•.••.• calcinated alumina 
E-1 1 1  ...•....•..•... calcinated alumina 
E-330 ....•.......... calcinated alumina 
Green Rouge, chromium oxide 
Cerium Oxide (estimated) 
Garnet 
Quartz 
Red Rouge, ferric oxide 
Aluminas (hydrates) 

10.0 
9.9 
9.7 
9.5 
9.0 
9.0 
9.0 
9.0 
9.0 
8.0 
8.5 to 9.0 
8.5 to 9.0 
8.5 to 9.0 
8.5 to 9.0 
8.5 
8.0 
8.0 to 9.0 
7.0 
6.5 
5.0 to 7.0 

(There are many forms of hydrate aluminas, most 
being too soft to abrade metals and are used as 
polishing materials.) 

(Continued from page 11) 
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a better (quicker!) finish. As more and 
more diamond becomes imbedded in the lap, 
I can often cut one or two stones before I 
"need" to add any bort. The initial 
"charging" of such a lap is important so as 
not to waste diamond •.• also, I found I had to 
add more bort frequently with those early 
stones. Not the case now! One thing I like is 
NO CLEAN UP! I just place the lap into a 
baggie after each use. When the baggie gets 
yuckie with extender fluid (several stones), 
just use a new one. When faceting, I 
"pre-polish" with a worn 1200 lap if I have 
cut with a "new" 1200. Otherwise, I go 
directly from the 1200 lap to the 
14,000/lead-tin combo. Have had some 
students that use a 3,000 as a pre-polish lap, 
but I have found that to be more time 

(Continued on page 19) 
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KUNZITE AND WATER: 
A PROBLEM FOR THE FACETER? 

By DR. JOHN L. EMMETT 

EDITOR'S NOTE: There has been much speculation explain
ing why kunzite can be a fragile difficult-mineral to facet One 
such supposition is that an ion, sodium ion, which will leach 
into water exists in kunzite; ergo, when faceting kunzite with 
water as the lubricant, leached out sodium ions will weaken its 
structure and will make the lrunzite prone to cleavage. The 
following article is Dr. Emmett's answer to this supposition. 
Dr. Emmett is the foremost authority on the Sapphires indige
nous to deposits all over the world. He has designed equip
ment and developed the techniques to treat Montana Sap
phires. 

First, kunzite does not "contain lots of sodium 
ions, which leach into water causing strain." 
Kunzite is LiAISi206 • Note! There is no Na 
(sodium) in the formula! Thus any sodium is in 
the trace element category. If you read the litera
ture, you will find that analyses of spodumene 
rarely show more that 1 % sodium, and in gem 
varieties (kunzite) it is usually much smaller. 

When I decided to teach myself how to facet, I 
chose kunzite to start on for two reasons. First, I 
figured, if I could succeed with kunzite, I could 
probably do most of the other gemstones. Sec
ond, I had an Afghan friend who imported a few 
hundred kilos at a time, and thus lots of less than 
perfectly colored material was freely available. 
Kunzite is monoclinic and thus all three axes are 
different. The strongest color is seen viewing 
down c-axis, and thus the table is placed perpen
dicular to the c-axis. There are two perfect cleav
ages along 110 and 100, which meet at about 87 
and run parallel to the c-axis. It is this latter fea
ture, which gives some difficulty during faceting. 

I have had the opportunity to work with a Brazil
ian individual who facets kunzite commercially in 
large quantities. The first step is to slab up the 
large crystals perpendicular to the c-axis, and 
WATER IS ALWAYS USED! The saw blades 
used are manufactured by 'Hahn' in Germany 
and are of the sintered rim type. The slabs are 
then sawed with the same saw, but with the blade 

(Continued on page 18) 
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applied to the flat surface of the slab, not the 
edge. Cleavages are taken advantage of, where 
appropriate. The pieces are then preformed on a 
well used 150 grit diamond wheel (I use a 150 grit 
lap) grinding both toward and away from the 
culet. You cannot bring the culet to a point at 
this stage or a cleavage will open up. Leave the 
culet large and flat The facets are then cut with 
a 600 grit diamond lap, but again, do not bring 
the culet to a sharp point. The last thing to do is 
to go to a 1200 nubond lap and bring the culet to 
a point, then immediately polish the culet point. I 
use a tin oxide ultralap; my Brazilian friend uses 
tripoli on a tin lap. In all operations water is the 
coolant/lubricant. It will take a little experiment
ing to teach yourself which directions you can 
safely grind with regard to the cleavages, but you 
will learn it quite quickly. I can't show' this with
out a lot of pictures. 

Once a facet is polished, it will not initiate a cleav
age and is quite robust. Oh yes, after my friend 
saws up a few thousand pieces of kunzite, and be
fore they are faceted, he stores them in jars full of 
water to prevent the onset of cleavages. I had the 
opportunity to watch him slab and pre-preform 
50 kilograms of kunzite. 

I did teach myself to facet on kunzite and now, I 
cut it quite routinely. While it requires more care 
than quartz, it is quite straightforward. One final 
point! Once you start the pavilion or crown, don't 
stop until it is polished, or you will surely have 
cleavages by the next day! 

There are a few details about the faceting of Kun
zite that I should probably add. As I mentioned, 
Kunzite is monoclinic, so all three crystallo
graphic axes -- a, b, and c are different. Thus in 
general, all physical parameters in the three direc
tions are different -- index of refraction, optical 
absorption (and thus color), thermal conductivity, 
hardness and resistance to abrasion, etc. Where 
this anisotropy affects the cutter most is in the 
resistance to abrasion. If you cut an SRB with 
the table perpendicular to the c-axis, you will find 
that the rate of cutting of the facets of a single 
row, as you go around the stone, varies dramati
cally. Thus the tendency to accidentally over cut 
a particular facet is quite great, so go slowly. 
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I think that I need to describe the cutting direc
tions with regard to the cleavage planes more 
clearly. The rule is, "always grind the cleavage 
closed." What do I mean by this? For each set of 
cleavages, imagine that you are trying to facet a 
book with the usual paper pages. You have 
clamped the book closed, but of course the pages 
are not all glued together, so you have to grind 
the facets very carefully. "Always-grind-the
cleavage-closed" means that the lap should al
ways try to push the pages together, rather than 
opening them up. For those of us, like me, who 
are not too strong in the 3-D visualization depart
ment, it helps to get one of those very thick note 
pads, orient it the way the stone is oriented, see 
how to place it on the lap and determine which 
way the lap should turn in order to push the 
pages closed. 

Now, presuming you have followed all of that, you 
will want to know what to do on the girdle, say, 
when you have to grind and polish right down the 
closed edge of the book? Well, do it very carefully 
with the finest lap and don't swing the stone 
across the lap surface, which tends to push the 
pages apart. Always mark the two cleavage direc
tions clearly on the stone, dop or gear wheel, so 
you will always know where they are. And fi
nally, the most important rule is not to grind any 
sharp points (culet, corners, etc.) with anything 
more coarse than your polishing lap. This is the 
general set of directions for cutting any gemstone 
with a perfectly developed cleavage plane. 

My Brazilian friend, Joseph, who has cut Kunzite 
for a living for over 20 years, uses a home made 
jamb peg machine with two laps -- a 600 mesh 
Crystallite, and a tin lap with lots of very wet 
tripoli. The 600 lap spins at 1/2 of 1725 rpm, 
while the tin lap spins at 1/4 of 1725 rpm. The 
reason for the two laps operating all the time is, if 
a cleavage starts, he can immediately polish it out 
and thus, prevent its propagation. Since Joseph 
cuts for a living, he must cut very fast. A 20 carat 
Kunzite takes him 1-2 hours depending on the 
complexity of the cut. His tin/tripoli polishing lap 
does much more than just polish, by using heavy 
pressure, it aggressively cuts and polishes facets at 
the same time. The 600 mesh lap is only used to 
cut the larger facets. 

(Continued on page 19) 
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One last point about sawing the stones, the saw 
blade must be very well dressed and kept that 
way by repeated redressing, so that high and low 
points don't "bump" the stone. As I mentioned 
before the saw blades are of the sintered rim type 
made by: 

Richard Hahn 
Diamant-Werkzeuge GmbH & Co. KG 
Postfach 01 14 25, Vollmersbachstrasse 92 
6580 Idar-Oberstein, Germany 

Although I am sure that any high quality sintered 
rim blade would be fine, the Hahn blade we use, 
is Ts 13 and is 6" in diameter. The blade should 
not run slow when cutting Kunzite -- 3450 rpm is 
about the minimum, 4500 or 5000 works much 
better. Use lots of water and make sure the crys
tal always stays very cool. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: In the next issue, John 
Emmett comments on what we can learn from 
the field of grinding and polishing glass, 
"Occam's Razor" ,  and carrying cats by the tail. 

(Continued from page 17) 
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consuming than spending a little more time 
on the 14,000 with a stubborn facet. I am 
very pleased with the results! 

+ Twinning is very common in both smoky and 
amethyst quartz. It can cause all kinds of 
polishing problems as well as strange 
triangular " butterflies." Try polishing at 
speed down around 25 to 50 rpm. 

+ In regards to the zinc lap, I have tried and 

(Continued on page 21) 
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TEMPORARY CONSTRUCTION 
FACETS: 

A Bridge for Meetpoint Faceting 
By Jack E. Gross 

If there is one cornerstone in the pursuit of gem
stone faceting, the meetpoint concept would prob
ably be a leading contender. The concept seems 
so obvious that one wonders why it was not "the" 
approach since the dawn of gemstone faceting. In 
short, the faceting world is "hooked" on the pro
cedure of cutting facet sequences based on meet
point sequences. Typically, even the first series of 
facets to be cut are somehow arranged according 
to a meetpoint requirement, such as cutting the 
initial set of pavilion facets to come to meetpoint 
at the culet. Subsequent series of facets are then 
meet-pointed on the initial pavilion facets. 
Robert Long's Centerpoint Angle Method (CAM) 
and OMNI methodologies are examples of special
ized approaches whose results depend on the 
meetpoint concept. However, the CAM and 
OMNI methodologies are designed to facilitate 
preforming, where temporary construction facets 
may be used at any stage in ther faceting process. 

For the majority of stone designs, the meetpoint 
requirement for the initial series of facets presents 
no insurmountable problem, and is for all practi
cal purposes an "automatic facet positioning" 
process. But some stone designs do not accommo
date this "automatic facet positioning" approach, 
i.e., there is no initial series of facets by which 
their relative positioning is fixed by their meet
point association. In such cases, the lapidary 
must depend on other approaches to position the 
initial series of facets into desired association and 
in relation to each other. 

Three stone designs (as examples) that present the 
lapidary with a challenge for positioning the ini
tial series of facets are Ross Clark's Round Barion 
Checker (RBC), Ralph Mathewson's No-bow 
Navette (NBN), and the Modified Brilliant Oval 
(MBO). The problem of positioning the initial 
series of facets for these three stone designs are 
different but due to space restrictions only the 
RBC will be discussed in this issue of the newslet
ter. 

(Continued on page 20) 
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The RBC was one of the designs included in the 
1998 International Faceting Competition in Aus
tralia. One recommended cutting sequence for 
this stone calls for cutting the girdle first, then the 
crown, and in particular cutting the crown facets 
from the center outward to the girdle. Thus, in 
cutting the crown, the four square facets in the 
center of the crown are cut first. Because of the 
meetpoint positioning required for the subsequent 
series of facets, the outside corners of these first 
four square facets must be positioned (by the cut 
of the next series of four triangular facets) in a 
straight line between the meetpoints of girdle 
facets at 6 and 42, 30 and 66, 54 and 90, and 78 
and 18 (see Fig. 1). 

Fig. 1. 

90 6 

The RBC Crown IDustrating the 
"Girdle Alignment" Facet Meets. 

If the outside comers of these first four square 
facets are not properly aligned with the appropri
ate girdle-facet meetpoints, the positioning of 
facets for the entire crown will be thrown out of 
alignment and the final facets connecting to the 
girdle will not align with the required girdle facet 
meetpoints. Because 12 of the final facets to be 
cut are in a square design, only a small misalign
ment of the outer points of the four center facets 
will result in the 12 square facets to assume a dia
mond form (caused by a variety of cheating to get 
the final crown facets to properly connect to the 
girdle). Thus, the problem with the RBC was 
how deeply to cut the second series of crown 
facets so that the outside corners of the four cen
ter facets would be properly positioned. After 
various measuring techniques resulted in disas
trous failures to get the proper cutting depth of 
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the second facet series, and a liberal allotment of 
time contemplating the problem, a feature in 
GemCad suggested the solution. 

GemCad users will be aware that the software 
contains a design feature called ·construction 
lines." Construction lines are temporary lines 
that are drawn between two locations (typically 
meetpoints that have already been established). 
The intersection point of two construction lines is 
then used to establish one of the three position 
points for a to-be-drawn facet. Once this orienta
tion point has been established and the facet is 
drawn, the construction lines are erased. With a 
sufficient amount of oblique interpretation, the 
temporary construction lines can be visualized as 
temporary facets which guide the positioning of 
permanent facets. Thus was born the idea of 
"TEMPORARY CONSTRUCTION FACETS " 
(TCF). 

The problem then was how to design TCF into 
the RBC to achieve the correct position of the 
comers of the first four center facets. Some de
sign work on GemCad provided a relatively sim
ple solution. Only four TCF are required to es
tablish the cutting depth of the second series of 
crown facets. The only requirements of these 
TCF is that they be cut at an angle that is lower 
than the angles to be cut for all facets subsequent 
to the first four square center facets, and that the 
"interior" lines of the construction facets fall in a 
straight line between required meetpoints of gir
dle facets. 

Selection of the angle and index combinations re
quired to produce the necessary TCF was accom
plished on GemCad. First, the cut diagram was 
displayed in the GemCad window. Second, all of 
the crown facets except the first four center facets 
(labeled as "A" in Fig. 2) were eliminated (killed 
in GemCad terminology). 

Fig. 2. Placement of Permanent "A" Facets. 
(Continued on page 21) 
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Third, facets with various combinations of angle 
and index setting were tried until the required 
results were obtained, i.e., the inside lines of the 
TCF lay in a straight line between the required 
girdle-facet meetpoints. Because the four center 
facets had four separate angle/index combina
tions, it required four TCF facets to create their 
straight-line edges with the required girdle index 
points. 

For the crown angles that were used in this cut, 
the four TCF were cut at an angle of about 13.9 
degrees at indices of 06, 42, 54, and 90. This com
bination of angle and indices (for this particular 
crown) produced straight alignment of the inter
section lines ( of two "AO facets and two "1" 
facets) between the girdle facet meetpoints at in
dices of 30 and 66, and 78 and 18 (see facets 
labeled 1 in Fig. 3). 

66 30 

78 18 

Fig. 3. Placement of Temporary "1" Facets. 

The second series of four facets, labeled B in Fig. 
4, 

Fig. 4. Placement of Permanent "B" Facets. 

are then cut with the inner edges of each facet 
coming to meetpoint at the point where the two A 
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facets and two 1 facets meet at a four-facet con
j unction. 

In this manner, the outside corners of the four A 
facets were positioned in a straight line between 
the required girdle meet points. When the third 
series of crown facets are cut (see facets C in Fig. 
5), the TCF are completely eliminated. 

Fig. 5. Placement of Permanent " C" Facets. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: The TCF as applied to the 
"Emerald" cut and "Modified Brilliant Oval" 
cut are available to guild members by e-mail from 
the Editor at 

kookoo@digisys.net 

(Continued from page 19) 
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tried to make it work is a polishing lap with 
no success. The tin lap, at least for me is, 
pretty much a steady performer, on most all 
materials except Quartz. I also have a cast 
iron lap that I put in the same category as 
the zinc. 

... polishing quartz. Try the spray-on Cerium 
on Ju cite (?). Works better than ultralaps 
and is really fast • 

.•• Spectra Ultra Laps ... it's my understanding 
that they are a higher grade Cerium 
Oxide .••. I know I used them for all the 
quartz I cut with very good polishing 
results .•. when they start to wear out I put a 
little powdered high grade cerium on my 
finger and recharge the Spectra Lap. 

(Continued on page 24) 
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A Brilliant Experiment 

This article is reprinted here with permission of 
the Columbia-Willamette Faceters' Guild of Port
land, Oregon. It was published in the June, 1976 
issue of FACETS, the bulletin of the C.W.F.G. It 
shows how a little knowledge of gemology and 
crystallography can help factors tum out more 
beautiful gemstones. 

An experiment recommended some years back in 
the Lapidary Journal illustrates an important 
consideration in orienting rough faceting mate
rial, in order to obtain the brightest finished 
stones possible. The intent of the experiment was 
to point out the differences in brilliance which 
may occur as a result of orienting two separate 
stones differently with respect to the optic axis 
within the same crystal. Aside from your faceting 
equipment, all you will need is a single crystal 
large enough to cut two stones, and some means 
of sawing it in two. 

Because of some degree of dichroism which exists 
in most colored rough, it is recommended that the 
material used for this experiment be colorless. 
Quartz is an excellent choice, and so is goshenite 
(the colorless form of beryl )--but the crystal habit 
of the material, whatever you might use, must be 
apparent. 

Be sure to use one single crystal and cut two 
stones from it. Otherwise, after they're cut, there 
might be the suspicion that a difference in the 
material of the two stones existed. First, compare 
your crystal to the drawing shown, and visualize 
the two stones in it, so you can place the saw cut 
properly with respect to the optic axis. This optic 
axis is an imaginary line running the long way 
through the center of the crystal. Be sure to have 
one stone oriented with its table at right angles to 
the optic axis, while keeping the other stone's 
table parallel to it. 

The stone with the right-angle orientation can 
have its table face either directly toward the ter
minated end or directly opposite. Either way will 
do, as long as the completed stone will have the 
viewer looking along the axis as he looks down at 
the top of the stone (see perspective A). 
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The parallel-oriented stone actually may be cut at 
many different angles. The important thing is to 
NOT use the flat sawed surface for a table, nor 
the other end of the crystal. The easiest way is to 
just use one of the six crystal sides as a table. 
Thus, you will end up with a finished stone hav
ing the optic axis running through it from side to 
side as you look down on the table, as in 
perspective B. 

When faceting, almost any cut will do. The stan
dard round brilliant is fine. But it is very impor
tant that you use exactly the same cut for both 
stones, and exactly the same angles. There is a 
strong temptation at this point to try two differ
ent cuts. This would ruin the experiment. The 
difference in the twin stones is so drastic, it would 
forever be blamed on the difference in cuts. So 
make two stones as exactly alike as you possible 
can. 

Now, inspect the two stones together under a 
strong light, preferably on a black background, 
with both sparkling clean. Is one dull, lifeless, 
and actually glasslike? Is the other sparkling, vi
brant with life, and truly a gem? Do you know 
which is which? Do you know why? 

OPTIC 

.6XIS - -

OPTIC 

A\<IS 

I 

SAWUJT 
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BARION EMERALD CUTS: 

CREATING AN OPTICAL ADVANTAGE 

(From an Article By Ernie Hawes 
in The New Mexico Facetor) 

"Emerald" shaped designs seem to be seldom cut 
by faceters I know. I am not sure why that is, but 
I guess there may be at Jeast two reasons. As sim
ple as the basic "emerald" cut is, it is really not 
that easy to get accurate meets in step cuts. It 
takes lots of practice and accurate transferring to 
be able to line up the facets with each other in the 
same row and between the pavilion and the 
crown. Secondly, because most "emerald" 
shaped cuts are step cuts, most faceters seem to 
have little interest in them due to their lack of 
brilliance. But getting accurate meets is, as I have 
already said, a matter of practice, and step cuts 
are an excellent way to develop a high level of ac
curacy. But all "emerald" cuts are not totally 
step cuts, and some are not step cuts at all! Both 
of our designs this month are in the category of 
"emerald" cuts, but they may be more appropri
ately categorized as "mixed cuts," ie., a mixture 
of step and brilliant type facets with the step cut 
portion being usually on the crown. 

The first design is by one of our editors, Nancy 
Attaway, and it is a very interesting and unusual 
pattern that she calls the Antique Emerald. Here 
is what Nancy has to say about it. 

"I developed this emerald cut for a particular 
piece of Montana sapphire that had a long and 
narrow profile with limited depth. I reme:mbered 
a long and skinny emerald cut stone I saw as a 
child that was set in an oval pin, and I thought 
that I could replicate that design. 

The "Antique Emerald Cut" design uses a long 
and narrow emerald cut profile. The length to 
width ratio of this diagram was 1.0/0.4. The de
sign is easy to stretch since the design in not a 
meet point design. 

The depth was very limited in the sapphire, and I 
wanted as large a stone as possible. I did not have 
room for a traditional culet area that comes to a 
point or to a keel. Instead, I cut a culet facet that 
had a shape much like the outline of a marquise. 
I was pleasantly surprised how much sparkle the 
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stone showed when finished. I was fully expecting 
it to window somewhat, and I had planned to 
have Steve carve some lines in the flat culet area 
to brighten it. That was now not necessary. 

I faceted a large amethyst and a smaller imperial 
precious topaz using this long and narrow emer
ald cut design. For the amethyst, the length was 
23.9 by 9.5 mm., 13.29 carats. The topaz was 
15x6 mm., 4.38 carats. In both of these gem
stones, I followed the guidelines I had set for the 
sapphire and cut a flat marquise-shaped culet 
area. As with the sapphire, the amethyst and the 
imperial precious topaz exhibited a lot of sparkle. 
Surprisingly enough, the design promotes bril
liance through many of the facets as the stone is 
rolled from side to side, not just through the table 
facet. The windowing of light through the flat 
culet area is at a minimum." 

(Please note that while Nancy describes cutting 
this design in sapphire, the pattern angles are for 
quartz.) 

If you were faceting back when our guild was first 
formed in 1981, you might have �ncountered our 
next design. One of the best designers then and 
now is Jerry W. Carroll. The January, 1981 issue 
of ANGLES, the newsletter of the Southern Cali
fornia Faceters Guild, featured an excellent exam
ple of Mr. Carroll's design prowess called, very 
simply, Barion Type Rectangle. This design cut 
will yield a beautiful stone. Because some facets 
are relatively small and must be cut in carefully, I 
do not recommend this pattern to the beginner. 
However, if you have cut a dozen or so gems of 
various designs, including the standard step cut 
emerald, then this is a design you should defi
nitely try. There a.re frequent optical advantages 
to cutting a brilliant or barion pavilion and a step 
cut crown. This design is a fine example of that 
combination. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: 
The Bari on Type Rectangle is f ea tu red in this 
issue's designs. 
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• ..• polishing using Ultra-Laps, you know, on 
the requisite quartz round brilliant. I sus
pect the facet edges are a bit more rounded 
than from a harder material but passable. 

• ... use the Ultra-Lap along with a slurry of 
Cerium Oxide or Tin Oxide, etc., determined 
by the original charge on the lap. This is 
messier than the lap by itself but will cer
tainly extend the life of the lap once it begins 
to wear. Sometimes I will then do a quick 
touch using the same polish on CD-ROM. I 
think this is most effective on harder stones. 

+ ... use super glue gel for doping and dislike the 
standard "trial by fire" of heat transfers. 
Instead, I soak the stone and first dop in ace 
tone until no more glue is visible. This takes 
15 minutes to an hour --set a timer so you 
don't forget about it! Then I gingerly use 
the jig and attach the new dop. To remove 
the first dop, use heat (it won't take much) 
or hold the stone in your fingertips, with 
the-new dop in your palm, and gently rap 
the old dop on a padded countertop. This is 
not advisable for something with perfect 
cleavage, but works fine with quartz, garnet, 
cz, etc. 

• •.. those wave lines on some nearly polished 
quartz surfaces. Not to Diaspora, they can 
be rather easily removed. I suspect they are 
cause by twin crystal quartz and arise be 
cause there are very slight differences in 
hardness at the twinning junctions. What to 
do? Polish as usual and then finish your pol
ishing with a much harder lap. Go to a tin 
or type metal lap with Linde A or B or 
100,000 diamond, use a slow speed and light 
touch. Your biggest problem will be getting 
the facet flat on the metal lap. I like to cover 
the facet with ink from a laundry marking 
pen, and hand rub the facet on a stationary 
lap to be sure I have it "flat on", then use a 
slow speed, lots of water with small amount 
of soap, polishing compound, and a light 
touch. Usually this will give a flat facet with 
no wavy surface f ea tu res. 

(Continued on page 25) 
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TOPICS OF INTEREST 

(SUBMITTED BY THE GUILD'S MEMBERS 

• Certification of Standards: It would be nice i f 
a certification of standards could be issued 
by the guild to members who care to have 
their work judged by a board. To my 
knowledge we do not have in this country a n 
apprentice program recognized by the trade 
(Maybe diamond cutter do?) I would like to 
see some kind of certificate issued to mem 
bers that would at least attest to cutting abil 
ities. The AGTA has its Cutting Edge 
Award, which is prestigious in the trade. 
There are probably many entries, which are 
very good. Unfortunately only those who win 
an award are the ones who get some sort of 
credential. What about all of the other en 
trants? I would like to see a way for cutters 
to get credentials. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: The USFG Board Of Direc-
tors is currently planning a "Skills Designation" 
program whose intent is to provide members with 
a systematic means for progressively improving 
their faceting skills. If planning proceeds as in-
tended, the details of the program will be an-
nounced in the next issue of this newsletter. 

• Help lines - Fax and e-mail potential 
faceting diagrams that ALWAYS have the 
CORRECT NUMERICAL ORDER FOR 
CUTTING SETS OF FACETS; Please 
TAKE NOTICE, DESIGNERS! 

• Good connections for buying faceting rough. 
Possible marketing connections for selling of 
stones. 
Pricing tips - wholesale, retail in USA, 
Canada and Europe. 
Who and where - diamond melee dealers, 
bench jewelers and reliable-trustworthy 
people to set out stones. 

EDITOR'S NOTE! Until USFG decides to go 
commercial or allow advertisements, several of 
the excellent suggestions above cannot be ful-
filled. 

(Continued on page 25) 
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TOPICS 

• More HINTS on HOW to do things that help 
other faceters. 

• Would some designer construct a reasonable 
OMNI preform for navettes and more point-
edly, marquises. Is it an impossibility??? 

EDITOR'S NOTE: Guild members may obtain 
A CAM preform procedure for the No-Bow 
Navette by e-mail from the Editor at: 

kookoo@digisys.net 

• Information on obtaining collections of De-
signs, e.g., Fred Van Sant, Charles Covill. 

• Information of various materials (roughs) 
Why not have a "A Material of the Quar-
ter?" where in-depth information is given---, 
statistics of rough, suggestions of shaping, 
sanding and polishing, possible inherent 
problems, etc. 

EDITOR'S NOTE: See "FACETER'S FORUM" 
in this issue. This column will be included in 
forthcoming issues. CERAMIC LAPS and CZ 
will be featured in the next issue. Members are 
urged to send their experiences with these sub-
jects to the EDITOR. 

(Continued from page 24) 
FORUM 

+ ... purchased a new lap ... information said the 
lap was: lifetime, would polish stones from 
quartz to spinet, and no additives, such as 
diamond powder was necessary. It is called 
Turbofan, made in Israel, by the diamond 
cutting people. Inner half of the surface is 
for polishing, and the outer half is 3000, just 
right for correcting meetpoints. Operating 
instructions: run at high, repeat high speed, 
I use 4-600rpm, a good water drip. Slowly 
lower the dop and facet, touch the polishing 
disc, and the facet is polished in about 3 sec
onds (I said 3 seconds). I polish either the 
pavilion or crown in about 15 minutes 
and get a perfect polish ... colleagues tried it, 
and they found that it did exactly what it 
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was supposed to do ..• I polish sapphire facets 
within 3-5 seconds and get a perfect polish. 
The polishing lap shows very little wear. 
You do not have the stone on the lap but a 
short time with very little pressure. 

+ Quartz can be a pain in the neck ( or some 
place). That's why some faceting instructors 
steer away from it when teaching faceting 
fundamentals. The trouble is in the crystal 
structure. Most quartz has certain crystal 
faces that grow differently than other faces. 
This is termed right-hand or left-hand 
growth. Such structure results in something 
akin to a knot in wood. Perhaps the Turbo 
fan lap might handle the bad ones. 

+ ... question about the scratches on citine • 
.. when I started faceting ... ! polished quartz 
with no problem using the spectra ultra 
laps .•• then I was introduced to the lead tin 
lap with 14000 and vinegar to polish a piece 
of synthetic corundum ... my next stone was a 
amethyst and I forgot about the spectra lap 
for some reason and went to the lead tin with 
14000 diamond .•. needless to say I kept get 
ting scratches ... finally went to the spectra 
ultralap charged with a bit of extra high 
grade cerium oxide and scratches went 
away. I never use the lead-tin or diamond 
on quartz anymore. 

• ( ••• having troubles polishing at 1200 and 
higher •.. stone seems to scratch when using 
1200, 3000, or 50,000 laps.) Soft stones like 
quartz often give this problem. I use 
Ultra-laps for this with an excess of water 
and still stop and wash it off often with a 
wiping action. Diamond laps are even 
worse the "pilling" and "roll-under" habit 
of pastes hits quartz real easily. What I do is 
take a paper towel and wipe the lap as if I'm 
trying to remove all the diamond. Then I 
polish. With either lap, I go at very slow 
speeds and very light pressure. 

+ Some quartz will do that. The 1200 and 3000 
are pre-polish laps; do not expect a polish 
from them. Try the 1200 with a light touch 

(Contimied on page 26) 
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and running fairly slow, "sweeping" across a 
small area of the lap (back and forth over 
about an inch); if that doesn't reduce the 
scratching, use a 600 and go to the polishing 
lap from there. Try cerium oxide on Incite, 
phenolic, or a Fast or Last lap. If you get 
scratches, slow the lap and try on another 
facet; some stones may respond to either a 
light or heavy pressure, so experiment. Also, 
we have found some quartz pieces will still 
scratch with these combinations, but will 
polish with alumina A on tin. 

+ (The instructor brought his 50,000 ceramic 
polishing lap from home to try. This caused 
even more scratches to appear.) That's what 
I would expect. For most of us, it is a spe
cialty lap for use with a few harder 
materials. 

+ ... polishing problems with quartz. This prob
lem was caused by crystal twinning in the 
material. What seems to happen is while 
polishing, a portion of the facet cleaves off 
and creates a hole in the facet t'hat looks like 
a lot of scratches. Under magnification you 
can see the crystalline structure of the flaw. 

+ Citrine is a quartz mineral. As such, it has a 
long history of being difficult to polish 
scratches appear just as you think it is ap-
proaching perfection. The reason is in the 
quartz structure. The harder the lap the 
worse the scratching. A good polish is diffi
cult to get a) using diamond, b) at high lap 
speed, c) using heavy hand pressure. I do 
not know why diamond is not very effective 
on quartz. Items b and c, above, tend to in 
crease aglomeration (a tendency for polish 
ing agent and lap debris to form larger balls 
under the gem). 

What can you do about it? Go to the 
TREW AX procedure during prepolishing 
and polishing. 

+ ... frustration with polishing citrine. I put the 
Cerium Oxide spray (sold by Dyna Disc in 
Boise, ID, for $17 a can) on a CD-ROM or 
Compact Disc. Just cover the disc lightly 
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with the spray and allow about 30 minutes to 
dry. You use the sprayed disc with water 
lubricant. The process is inexpensive and 
does a great job. Each facet will polish in 
about 3-5 seconds, unless they're large 
facets. These may take a little longer, but 
not much. Use little pressure. Citrine, and 
all quartz for that matter, is very easily pol 
ished in this manner .. don't use anything else. 
I think by using diamond, you are getting 
contaminated somehow and causing the 
scratches. 

+ I have used the Ultralap with quartz with 
pretty good success. Every thing else 

scratches. 

+ Regarding the quartz polish: Ultralaps 
(spectra), lucite or phenolic with cerium 
slurry or lucite with Trewax and cerium all 
should work. Filter the water (Britta?), use 
a little vinegar (1 T per 1/2 cup) and a few 
drops of dish soap. Too much cerium or too 
dry would always scratch for me. I want to 
try the CD + spray. If one facet is trouble 
some it could be orientation, crystal face, 
etc., try change of direction. I never have 
found most quartz that hard to polish. 

+ ... polishing citrine .•. I have only used cerium 
oxide on a plexiglas lap and have had pretty 
good results. 

+ .... I love to polish quartz because it is the 
easiest. Pick up a Dyna Lap Cerium oxide 
and in three or four swipes it will be a per
fect polish. A tin lap with Cerium will do 
just fine. Pre-polish is so important. 

+ .•. use filtered water and do not have scratch 
problems. I quit using dish soap for most of 
my cutting, as it eats into the aluminum 
drip-tank valve and master laps. Note that 
soap is basic and vinegar is acidic •.. l'm not 
sure if it helps much to add them both. I 
polish quartz with either CeOx/Phenolic or 
AlOxffin with lots of water and light pres 
sure with good results, though the CeOx/ 
Phenolic combination seems to be much 
slower. 

(Continued on page 2 7) 
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+ ... Ultra-Laps work very well for quartz ... The 
Spectra Ultra-Laps are *extra* nice for 

quartz. Many cutters cut a lot of quartz, 
and I think that's why the Ultra-Laps get so 
much good press. 

+ Spectra is a very fine, pure cerium UltraLap. 
Usually works great for quartz ... you may 
get results by putting alumina on the Spectra 
lap-I have not tried this with topaz, but it 
has worked quite well for some other stones. 

• I polished quartz a long time ago with a Incite 
lap and the cerium slurry. Now I use the 
Trewax and cerium. Never remember a 
problem with either!! 

+ Been using UltraLap Spectra for many years. 
My personal consideration is that Spectra is 
the best polish for quartz •.. 

+ I do lots of quartz work. Would suggest you 
attach the UL to your prepolish (I use 600 
grit) lap with a generous film of water. They 
will wrinkle if allowed to get dry. Use lots of 
water, and sometimes I use vinegar if I have 
a particularly stubborn stone. A wrinkled 
fap •.• won't stick down, and will scratch 
stones. 

+ In reference to the discussion on Ultra laps ... 
I have been using the blue "Spectra" laps a 
lot and find that as you said they are good 
for 4 to 6 or so stones ..• While polishing the 
Quartz family I have found that if the lap is 
running dry and as I have a rather nasty 
habit of being heavy handed, the larger 
facets will have a raised triangle shaped 
area (sometimes more than one). Going 
back and using the spray of Linde-A and 
then using only the very lightest of pressure I 
get rid of that pesky crystal face and acquire 
a fine flat facet. 

+ I've used the blue Spectralap on quartz ... 
I usually place them on a backing lap and 
secure them with a spay of WD-40. The oil 
works better than water for holding the lap 
in place. I also sometimes give it a boost with 
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a small amount of cerium oxide (99% ). They 
polish fast at slow to medium speeds and last 
for several stones as long as you keep them 
wet. I usually go from 1200 straight to the 
Ultra Lap. As for some of the other species 
of ultra lap such as Alumna, Tin oxide, 
Chromium. I have had very little success so 
if the Spectra lap wouldn't polish it, I used 
diamond on a zinc lap. 

+ I use lead-tin with 14k diamond bort for 
about everything except the quartz family or 
softer materials. That is what works for me 
and the people I have taught over the years. 
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LET'S GET ACQUAINTED 

Dr. MICHAEL S. RYAN, D.D.S 
Rank Amateur with a fair knack. Haven't com
peted. Work and Family -- wife and four young 
kids -- fill a fair portion of my time. Facet with 
an Ultra-Tee. 

F. M. HOLBROOK 
I have been faceting for about fifteen years. My 
machine is a facetron; with it, I have won first 
place in the following single stone competition: 
Clear Lake Gem & Mineral (2 times), Austin 
Gem & Mineral, San Antonio Gem & Mineral 
and Dallas Gem & Mineral. The scores have 
ranged from 97.5 to 99.9. One score was 100. At 
present I am in the process of selling my house 
and moving to the Tacoma, Washington area. 

WILLIAM • EHNEY 
Have been cutting (faceting) over 10 years. Am a 
frustrated cabber; just could not get any "kicks" 
from cabbing. Am a self taught faceter, learned 
on a used Grave and moved to a Facetron, which 
I have never been completely happy with. Joined 
the American Society of Gem cutter's and attained 
the rank of Certified Supreme Master -- CSM. 

Run a small business from home -- Facets of New
berry - custom cutting and repairing colored 
stones. Am USN retired and am in retail manage
ment with a pharmacy chain by the name of CVS 
Pharmacy. Married - 2 sons and 2 'grands.' 

GEORGE HANDLER 
I have been faceting for 10 or 12 years, off and on, 
with a pretty good base in Physics and Chemistry 
behind me, i.e., before retirement. My wife and I 
do things to things and sell the results at club 
shows. 

On another subject, I have a distinct impression 
that it is a practical impossibility to construct a 
reasonable OMNI preform for navettes and, more 
pointedly, marquises. You might bounce this off 
your resident gurus. They're real nice! 

ANDY FARVOUR-THATCHER 
I am interested in tips, cuts and anything else that 
will help me become the best cutter that I can 
possibly be. I also would like to compete. 
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I began with colored gemstone cutting, which in 
turn lead to my current position as a diamond 
cutter/teacher. I still cut colored stones on the 
weekends and do the occasional recut in the week 
nights. I hide this ability from jewelers yet they 
still find me. My interest in colored gems has 
been steadily increasing, and I know I've lots 
more to learn. It is my goal down the road to 
carry my own line of " extremely" well cut stones 
in exotic shapes, both in colored gems and dia
mond. 

I am very experienced in diamond re-cutting as 
well as "Hearts & Arrows",  the highest standards 
in diamond cutting, basically meetpoint faceting 
in diamonds. With my experience in diamond 
cutting, I would be very happy to help anyone 
that may currently be learning, i.e., if they are 
having any problems. Anyone pondering the idea 
of getting started in diamond cutting, I would also 
be happy to help. 

ROBERT VAN DOREN 
I first became interested in stones as a small boy 
in eastern Pennsylvania when there were areas 
where I could pick up flint arrowheads, quartz 
crystals, fossils and pyrite crystals. A field trip to 
Lost River Caverns in Hellertown, PA fascinated 
me. I repeatedly visited the rock and mineral col
lection owned by Bob Gilman. I collected speci
mens for a good many years and my love of stones 
has always stayed with me. 

Professionally I started to earn my crust in indus
trial cost accounting. In the late seventies I went 
into direct sales of painting and drawing. 

In 1993, a friend of mine name Al Frankl (a for
mer member of the USG) asked if I would be in
terested in learning faceting. I quickly got the 
faceting bug. Back in 1993, Al already had 20 
years of faceting experience. It turned out that he 
was a good teacher. I'm sure there a lot of little 
things I do that Al developed himself. 

My faceting machine is an Ultra Tee manufac
tured in the mid 1970's. 

Today I consider myself to be a semi-professional 
gem cutter. I cut my stones, and sell them 
through a jewelry store. I do recuts, repolishing, 

(Continued on page 29) 
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take out chips or scratches, whatever is needed. 
However, I pref er to cut from the rough. 

My faceting has a commercial slant. Cut to sell. I 
find that the brightness patterns given with some 
diagrams are helpful Hit's bright, polished well 
and has good strong color, customers like it. 
I refer to my cutting as artisan faceting. It's not 
commercial cutting, but it's not competition cut
ting either. I work with 4X magnification. The 
buyer can see the difference between my stones 
and the commercially cut stones. I have not bad 
any desire to design cuts as of yet. 

GLEN KLEIN 
1. I have been faceting for approximately 20 

years. 
2. Was a member of the first team to win the 

IFC trophy, from any country. ( IFC stands 
for the Australian International Faceting 
Competition - the Olympics of Faceting.) 

3. Have been a member of the American Team, 
which consists of the top five Americans, in 
each of the IFC's that I have entered. 

4. I facet on an Ultra-tee machine and recom 
mend it highly. 

5. And I am now getting deeply into making 
Photo's of gemstone inclusions through my 
microscope. Presently have some 600-700 
slides. 

GENOT LUC 
Genot is from Brussels, Belgium. He is a faceter of 
intermediate level and cuts on a HAMAG - a Ger
man machine. He cuts commercially and has 
never judged faceting competitions. Genot: "I 
would be interested to develop the "Lapidary 
Hobby" in Belgium (where it is unknown) by set
ting a club for promoting this craft." 

MATTHEW B. KREBS 
I am a 34 year old physician with a wife and four 
young daughters (8,4,3,3). Faceting began 
around 1994 when I purchased a Facetron after 
cutting 2 stones on a MDR with Lee Burkholder 
(another USFG member) who is my father-in-law. 
My family and I have moved 7 times in 9 years, so 
the hobby keeps getting interrupted by new 
homes, new jobs and new kids. 
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Now we are in beautiful eastern TN, in the moun
tains; the family likes it! I am working for East
man Chemical and I enjoy it. So we think we are 
here to stay for a while. I am looking forward to 
cutting again. (I last cut 8 stones in March.) 
Let me know if I can help. I am still a novice, but 
have turned a significant number of stones into 
jewelry and am continuing to improve! Thanks 
for your hard work! 

MARK D. WALBY 
Mark is from Nevada City, CA. He facets on a 
Facetron and does not cut commercially. His spe
cial interests are in gemology, physics of polishing 
and synthetic manufacturing. 

STANLEY A. WRIGHT 
I was one of twenty-eight who competed in the 
1998 International Faceting Challenge 
(Australian Faceting Challenge). My previous 
competitions have included local and federation 
shows. My successes, if measured by "wins", 
were numerous, but my successes, if better mea
sured by VALUE GAINED, were phenomenal. 
The critique sheets given at each competition 
zero'd in on where I needed to focus my attention. 
I learned "what to look for." I learned, too, how 
to make my machine behave. These contests have 
also forced me to cut designs I might have 
avoided as too hard, too many facets, or just 
didn't appeal to me. 

Most of us like the challenge faceting gives. Some 
of us are fearful of not "winning" •. or finding cut 
that we are weak in some area. Let me emphasize 
this next point. EVERYONE WHO COMPETES 
WINS! ! !  Some win even more so  than the first 
place recipient. Those placing less than first will 
be challenged to improve in the areas of need. AU 
of us know we can improve our faceting - we just 
need a nudge sometime. Competition is, for me, 
that nudge and might be for you, too. 

H invited, it is my intention to again enter the In
ternational Faceting Challenge. No, I wasn't in 
the winner's circle. Truth is, I placed 26th. My 
critique sheet and an ever-so-valued two hour dis
cussion with one of the judges bas given me the 
encouragement to try again. After all, to be 26th 
in a world competition isn't so bad, is it??? Be
sides I've no place to go but UP. 
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Novice- 9 
96 Index Cm" 
AnQles fcx- Qrurwm 

Crown: 
1 .  8 et 48.  1 1  • 
2. s et 36.oo· 
3. 8 ct 20.6 1 • 

Shope • Ccispt 
Teble Area • 30.7 I 
TIW • .568'1 
C/W = . 1 573 
P!W • .'1706 
H/W • .6478 

6 ,  1 6 ,30,42,5"1 ,66,78,90. 
92 . 4 ,20 .28 ,  4'1 ,52 ,68 , 76. 
8, 1 6,32 ,40,56,64 ,80,88. 

Cuts titled ·Novice· n <ble for 
use in SirwJle-Stone Canpetitioos, 
Novice Cless. Thi,( �ire no 
e leblrste prcaDJns. 

CA...\1 Preform: 

1 .  8 at 40.36° 6, 1 8, 30,42,54,66, 78,90. 

P11,1 il ion: 
1 .  8 et '47.85· 
2. 8 et 4 1 .00· 
3. 8 ct -1 1 .00• 

6 ,  I 8 ,30,'42 ,54 ,66 ,78 ,90. 
96 , 1 2 ,24 ,36 ,48 ,60 ,72 .84. 

6 ,  1 8 ,30 ,42 ,5� ,66,78 ,90. 

Des1Qne:I tJy Fred W. Ven Sent 

DIFFICULTY: NOVICE 

30 

December, 1998 
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g l  
g2 
p l 
p2 

p3 
p4 
p5 

p6 

p7 
p8 

p9 

« 

4a 

52 

T 
C 

40 

56 

32 
36 26 

24 

8 

60 

�T--J>j 

L 

PAVILION 

90.00 08- l 6-24-40-48-56 
90.00 64-32 
43.63 08-24-40-56 
58.27 1 6-48 
62.65 64-32 
43.25 1 2-20-44-52 
43 .25 04-28-36-60 
42 .88 03-29-35-6 1 
43.23 02-30-34-62 
43.87 0 1 -3 1 -33-63 

43 .02 64-32 

20 

1 6  

1 2  

DIFFICULTY: INTERMEDIATE 
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Barion Type Rectangle 
By  Jerry W. Carrol 

Originally published in Angles, Jan 8 1 ,  p7 
Angles for R. I. = 1 .54 
55 facets + 8 facets on girdle = 63 
2-fold , mirror-image symmetry 
64 index 
UW = 1 .500 T/W = 1 .009 T/L = 0.672 
P/W = 0.58 J C/W = 0.265 
H/W = {P+C)/W+0.02 = 0.865 
P/H = 0.6 7 1  C/H = 0. 306 
Vol ./W"3 = 0.673 
Average brightness : (COS } 49 .0%; ( ISO) 69 .2% 

CROWN 

c l  57 .00 64-32 

c2 57.00 08- 1 6-24-40-48-56 
c3 42.00 64-32 
c4 42.00 08- 1 6-24-40-48-56 
c5 27.00 64-32 
c6 27 .00 08- 1 6-24-40-48-56 
c7 00.00 Table 

This cut is the subject of the "BARION EMERALD CUTS" article in this issue. 

3 1  
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30 

24-

1 8  
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SKI MOUNTA I N  by L .  JOHNSON ( SKI . GEM ) 

PAV I L I ON 

July 1 998 

Synthe t i c  Blue Qua r tz 
A ngles for R . I . = 1 . 54 
48 facets + 1 6  facets on gi r d l e  6 4  
1 -fold  symmetry 
96  i ndex 
L/W 1 . 000 
P/W = 0 . 450 C/W 0 . 1 97 
H/W = ( P+C )/W+0 . 02 = 0 . 666 
P/H = 0 . 675 C/H 0 . 295 
Vol . /W-3  = 0 . 1 99 

90 . 00 96-06- 1 2- 1 8-24 - 30-36-42-
48-54-60-66-72-78-84-90 

1 4 3 . 00 96-06- 1 2-18-24 -30-36-42-
48-54-60-66-72-78-84-90 

2 4 1 . 00 03-09- 1 5- 2 1 -27-33-39-45-
5 1 -57-63-69-75-8 1 -87-93 

CROWN 

1 1 6 . 00 06 
2 1 8  . 00 1 2  
3 20 . 00 1 8  
4 22 . 00 24 
5 24 . 00 30 
6 26 . 00 36 
7 28 . 00 42 
8 30 . 00 48 
9 32 . 00 54 
1 0  34 . 00 60 
1 1  36 . 00 6 6  
1 2  38 . 00 . 72 

1 3  4 0 . 00 · 7a 
1 4  42 . oo. 8 4  
1 5  44 . 00 90 
16 46 . 00 96 

Not i ce t ha t  each of t he crown  facets has 
a d i ffe r e nt a ng l e . 
Keep i ng a str a i ght g i r d l e  a nd facet a l i g nments 
w i l l  ho l d  your attent i o n . 

DIFFICULTY: INTERMEDIATE 

32 
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.. 
ti) 

"It 

PAVILION 

1 4 2 . 6 3  
2 4 1 . J S 
3 4 0 . 0 0 

G l  9 0 . 0 0 
4 5 8 . l S 
5 5 8 . 6 8 
6 5 7 . 8 8 
7 4 1 .  H 
B 1 9 . 7 3 
G2 9 0 . 0 0 

G J  9 0 . 0 0  
9 5 5 . 8 6 
G4  9 0 . 00 

CROWN 

A S 5 . 7 7  
B 5 3 . 2 5 
C 5 2 . 1 7  

0 5 1 . 2 8 
E 3 1 . 3 6  
F 2 2 . 4 2  

G 2 0 . 2 6 
I:{ H . 5 1 
J 7 . 00 
I( 5 . 2 5 
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"GIRLS BEST FRJ[ND" 

0 3 - 4 5 -5 1 -9 ]  
0 8 - 4 0 -5 6 - 8 8  
l 0 - 3 8 -5 8 - 8 6  
0 6 - 4 2 - 5 4 - 9 0  
0 6 - 4 2 - 5 4 - 9 0 
0 9 - 3 9 - 5 1 - 8 7  

l ) - 3 7 - 5 9 -8 5  
1 2 - ) 6 - 6 0 - 84 
1 8 - 3 0 - 6 6 - 7 9  
0 9 - 3 9 - 5 7 - 8 7  
1 1 - 3 7 - 5 9 - 8 5  
1 4 - H  - 6 2 - 8 2  
1 4 - 3 4 - 62 - 8 2  

0 6 - 4 2 - 5 4 - 9 0  
0 9 - ) 9 - 5 7 - 8 7  
l l - 3 7 -5 9 - 8 .S  
1 4 - 3 4 - 6 2 - 82 
9 6 - 4 8  
0 7 -4 1 - 5 5 - 8 9  
1 3 - 3 5 - 6 > 8 )  
2 4 - 7  2 

9 6 - 4 8  
H - 7 2  

PC2 9 . 0.2 6  

Angl es for R . I .  • l , 6 2 
6 8  facet& + 1 ,  f acet s  on g1 r d l e  8 4  
2 -fo l d ,  mirror-image syl'nlllet ry 
9 6  i nde,c 

L/W .,. l .  3 3 5  
P/W : 0 . 4 5 1  C/W = 0 . 1 8 4 
H/W = ( P •C ) /W+0 . 02 � 0 . 6 5 5  
P/H : 0 . 6 8 9  C/H = 0 . 2 8 1  
vo 1 . ;w· 3 = 0 . 2 4 0  

Cut t o  PCP 
Meet  Pl at PCP 
tteet P l -P2 et PCP 
Fix w1dth , form P l -G l -G l -Pl . 
Meet  G l -P l -P l -Cl . E s tabl ish w1dth . 
Mee t  P l -P2-P4 
Meet P2-P3-P5  
Meet  P2 -Pl -PS-P6  
Meet P3-P 7 -P7 -P � 
Meet P4-PS-G l  
Heet  PS-P6 -G2 
Mee t P 6 - P 7 - P8 
Mtnt  P 6 - P 9 -G l  

Mat ch pav i l ion ; f lx 9 1rd l e  t h 1 cknes s . 
Level gird l e . Mee� A-G l -G2 
Level  g1 rdle . Meet B-G2 -G 3 
Leve l girdl e .  Meet  C-G 3 -G• 
Meet A-G l -C l -A .  
Meet A-8-f . 
Meet a-c-F 

Neet C-D-G 
Mnt E-f-F 
Meet  G-H-G 

DIFFICULTY: ADV AN CED 
This is the "CHAMPION" level design for the 1999 Northwest Faceting Conference. 
Stone to be cut from topaz, 15mm in length or larger. 
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PERUZ�l CROWN 

r 
I 

December, 1998 

AdHpted from Peruzzi by J C  Finlayson of L' . K .  

Angles R . I .  = 1 .65 t o  2 .  1 8  
6 1  facets + 1 6  facets on girdle :..:: 7 7  
4 - fold, mirror .. image symmetry 
96 index 
L/W ::: 1 .000 'I'/W = 0.542 T/L :: 0.542 
P/W = 0.545 C/W = 0. 1 GO 

----.------i HNI = (P + Cl/W + 0.02 = 0.726 
P/H = 0.7n t C'/H = 0.22 1 

r..AY_ILIOI'{ 
P l  40.00 

P2 5�.GJ 

!17.04 

P4 55.Rf1 

�ROWtq 
C l  35.00 

C2 �39.39 
C3 38.85 

C4 22.70 
C5 20.87 
CT o.on 

96- 1 2-24-36-
48-60-72-84-
02-22-26--46--
50· 70-7 4-94 
0 l -23-25--4 7 -
49-7 1 -73-95 
96-24-48-72 

96-24-48-72 
0 1 -23-25-4 7-49-7 1 -73-95 
02-22-26-46-50-70-7 4-94 
1 2-3ti-o(H:!4 
06- 1 8-30-42-54-66-7 8-90 
T�ble 

Vol .  /W""3 = 0.3 14 
ISO Brightness = 86. 7% {with RI = 1 .65} 

84.6% (with RI = .  2. J 8) 
COS Brightness = 76.8% (with Rr = l .65J 

80.7% [with Rl = 2. 1 8) 

PR EFQJ�l\r� 
l 30.00 

2 2!J. 1 0  

C l  00.00 

G2 90.00 

0 1 ·23-25-47-
49-7 1-73-95 
{Y2-22-26-46-
50-70-74-94 
O l -23-25-47-
49-7 1 -73.95 
02 .. 22 26-46-
50-70-7 4-94 

Au alt,�rnative method of ol>ta ir i ing t h(' profl l� Is to cut C2 tmrll th*! cliagonal distance across Lhc 
corners is 1 .a07 times the w1tl t h .  

DIFFICULTY: ADVANCED 
This is the "SECTION A" design for the International Faceting Challenge 2000 competition to be held 
in Australia. Stone to be cut in any natural material of the cutter's choice except topaz, 6mm to 12 mm. 
(Jill Rowlands is the coordinator for the 2000 International Faceting Challenge. Contact Jill at 
<jill_rowlands@baaug.org> (P.O. Box 667025, Houston, TX 77266-7025) for a requistion form that 
qualified faceters must send in to get the rules, diagrams, and application to enter.) 
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CA M PREFORM 
PF I 40. 00 
PF2 38.44 
PF3 35.54 
PF4 32.69 
PF5 3 1 .41 
G l  90.00 
G2 90.00 
G:� 90.00 
G4 90. 00 
GS 90.00 

PAVILION 
P l 42,00 

P2 
r>.'3 
P4 
P5 
Pfi 
P7 
PB 

4 1 . 44 
4� .94 
57.45 
70.45 
70.00 
4 1 . 1 3 
4 1 .27 

r 

02-46-50-94 
06-42-54*90 
l 1 -3 7-59-85 
l 7-<H -65-79 
24-72 
02-46-50-94 
06-42-54-90 
l l -37-59-85 
J 7 .3 l -65-79 
24·72 

02- 1 4- l 8-30-,'34-46-
50-6�-66-78-82 -94 
24-7'2 
1 7-3 1 -65-79 
1 1 -: . .17 -59-85 
06-42-54-90 
02-46-50-94 
96-48 
1 6-32 -64-80 
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Six Main Hillie Oval {HEXBAR03. GEM) 
by Robert Strickland 1/4/94 

Angles R.I. = I .54 
73 facets .,. 18 facets on girdle ::;; U 1 

2 . fold, mirror - image symmetry 

96 index 
L/V./ ..,, 1 .362 T/W ::: 0.81 1 T/L ;:.; 0. 595 

PfV./ = 0.588 Cr,N = 0. 1 39 
H/W = {P + C}/W +  U.02 = 0 . 746 

P/1 l "" 0.787 C/H = 0. 1 86 
Vol. {W A3 = 0.375 

CROWN -·-·-··· h· -- -· 
A 41 .7.:.l 
B 46.97 
C :1759 
D 34.4 ! 
E 39.5 1  

. r" 28.67 
C S4.00 
H 1 7.65 
J 1 5 .40 
I{ 1 4.77 
T 0. 00 

02-46-f>0-94 
06-42-54-90 
J 1 -:H -59-85 
1 7-3 l -65-79 
24-72 
1 4-34-62�82 
9G-48 
03-45-5 1 -9�3 
09-39--57-87 
1 9-29-67-77 

Table 

1'hc Crown is a �;:retched version of the round "Six  Mn in  Hilit .�" L & S O  1 .2Hn by 
Lon g & SteP.le, Seattle l•�cetor Design . Nov ,  J 98�3 . For a similar bur simplt�r r:i<'sign for smaller 
stones. trv HH• "HPxoo r  Ov::31'" in  thP ,:\pri l .  l mH 'fYG Newsletter. 

DIFFICULTY: ADV AN CED 
This is the "SECTION B" design for the International Faceting Challenge 2000 competition to be held 
in Australia. Stone to be cut in topaz, 8mm to 12 mm. 
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PAVILION 

Pl 51.0 03-09-15-21-27-33-39-45-
51-57-63-69-75-81-87-93 

Pl 90.0 Ol-09-1 5-21-17...33..39-45-
51-57-63-69-75-81-87 -93 

PJ 47.0 96-t:2-24-36-48-60-7'.2-84 
P4 41 .0 03-09-1 S-21-27-33-39-45-

51 -57-63-69-75-81 -87-93 

CROWN 

(:1 45.0 Ol-09� 15-l 1-2 7-33-39-45-
51-57-6.J-69-7S-81-87-9J 

< :2 37.0 %-12 -24-36-48-60-72-84 
C3 22.0 06-18-J0-42-54--66-78-90 
c.i 10.0 %- 12-24-36-48--60-72-84 

DIFFICULTY: ADVANCED 
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Park Lane Cut (P AR.KLANE.GEM) 
Designed by Kel Smith (A.F.G.) 26th Jan 1997 
Computer work by John Wren. (A..F.G.) 
Angles for RI. .. 1.63 (Topaz) 
80 facets + 16 facets on girdle- = 96 
8-fold • mirror-imBge symmt:try 
96 index 
uw - 1.000 

P/W = 0.493 C/W = 0.200 
H/W = (P+C)IW+o.02 = 0.712 

· PIH = 0.692 C1H :: 0.280 
Vol.JWAJ = 0.240 

Cut to TCP 

Jt:StahUsh size of stone & level girdle 

Meet Pl� Pl, P2., Pl & create new TCP 
Meet Pt� Pt_ P3, P3 & cre-ste PCP 

utablish girdle thickness & level 

Mee( Cl,. Cl. P2. P2 
?vleet Cl  .. Cl., C2, C2 
Meet C2, CJ� CJ 

This is the "SECTION C" design for the International Faceting Challenge 2000 competition to be held 
in Australia. Stone to be cut in coloured cubic zirconia. Size to be 10.00 +/- 0.1mm without penalty, 
measured across flats. 
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UNITED STATES FACETERS GUILD 

Application for Membership 

December, 1998 

The USFG is open to faceters everywhere. Our primary goal is to improve the art and science of faceting 
through our newsletter and correspondence. Our secondary goal is to improve competitions and compe
tition rules, both in the U.S. and internationally. Officers are elected every two years for 2 year terms; 
1998 begins with new officers. Issues are voted on by mail. Members receive our Quarterly Newsletter, 
usually containing about 20 pages each, and the right to participate in the USFG activities. New mem
bers receive a copy of our Constitution upon request. 

Name: Mr. Mrs. Ms. 

Street Address __________________ Telephone ------------

City, State, Zip _______________________________ __ 

I am a faceter I am interested in becoming a faceter _. 

How long have you been faceting? _. 

I compete or have competed at the following levels: 

Junior Novice Intermediate Advanced Master _ 

I do not wish to compete _. 

I have a display case _ 12 stones 2o+ stones Educational Other _____ ___ 

�hich machine do you cut wkh? _________________________ � 

Do you cut commercially? Yes _ No Are you a gemstone dealer? Yes _ No _ 

Do you need help with, or information about, your type of machine? Yes _ No _ 

Have you judged in competitions? Yes _ No _ Interested in judging? Yes _ No 

Have you given talks or written articles on faceting? Yes _ No _ 

E-mail address ifapplicable ___________________________ � 

Are you a member of the Faceters Digest? Yes 

Do you belong to other faceting guilds? Yes _ 

No _ 

No If Yes, please list below: 

Are you interested in serving as a USFG officer? _. If so, please list below: 

Special talents or interests to share? Please list below: 

Enclosed is my check for $15 (U.S.) for 1 year membership in USFG 
$16 (Canada), $19 (Overseas) 

--------

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: DON DUNN 
MAIL TIDS FORM PLUS CHECK TO: Don Dunn, 993 Renown Rd. 

Dayton, OH 45430-11 12 
Telephone: (937) 426-51 12 

Rev. 8-98 
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